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Abstract—An approach to creating a computer sign language 

interpretation system for the Russian language based on 

comparative analysis of syntactic structures. Describes the 

software implementation of a computer sign language interpreter 

used by employees of the Social Rehabilitation Institute at 

Novosibirsk State Technical University. 

Keywords—Russian sign languagе; computer sign language 

interpreter; syntax; natural language processing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In any country, a part of the population suffers from hearing 
loss. A significant number of deaf and hearing-impaired people 
in the Russian Federation use Russian Sign Language 
(hereinafter – RSL) in everyday life. There is a physical 
shortage of sign language interpreters to meet the biolinguistic 
requirements of deaf people in all areas of their lives: 
education, healthcare, social services, mobile communications, 
etc. The gradual replacement of human sign language 
interpreters with computer sign language interpreters serves the 
noble task of breaking down barriers that impede 
communication between deaf and hearing Russian citizens. 

In Russia and the rest of the world, a number of computer 

systems that translate natural language (speech) into manually 

coded national languages are well known. For example, the 

hardware and software sign language package at the 

Novosibirsk State Technical University Institute of Social 

Rehabilitation. However, the introduction of such software 

systems into different areas of deaf people’s lives is slowed 

down by the following factors [1-3]: 

1) The lack of effective software recognition systems for 

continuous Russian speech. 

2) Russian text is primarily translated into manually coded 

language, which makes it difficult for perception by deaf 

people. 

3) Absence of a recognised RSL grammatical system. 

4) Lack of an ergonomic sign language visualisation 

system. 

In this paper, we develop an approach to constructing 

computerised systems in order to translate from spoken 

Russian language (hereinafter – SRL) into RSL, including 

construction of relationships between the grammatical systems 

of these languages, analysis of Russian text (speech) and 

selection of effective strategies for translating into RSL [4].  
Development of a computer sign language interpreter for 

the Russian language relies on earlier linguistic research on 
RSL regarding its vocabulary, word formation, morphology, 
syntax and semantics [5]. 

II. TRANSLATION OF RUSSIAN TEXT INTO RSL 

Sign language employs three-dimensional space and is the 
successive representation (using sign language signs) of static 
or dynamic situations, which can be characterised as simple or 
elementary. Situations can be linked, for example, if they 
involve the same objects.  

Sentences in spoken language often describe complex 
situations that include several simple ones (e.g., several 
actions). When a human translates from SRL to RSL, such 
sentences are converted into a sequence of simple sentences, 
each of which represents one simple situation. Humans carry 
out these transformations rather well during sign language 
interpretation, although their formalisation is a very difficult 
task. Next, we shall consider a class of conversions designed 
for automatic translation systems from SRL to RSL. 

The purpose of the described syntactic and semantic 
conversions is the simplification of SRL by splitting up 
sentences presenting complex situations into a sequence of 
simple sentences. A sentence containing a participle is the unit 
on which these conversions are performed. A participle denotes 
an action or condition additional to the one designated by the 
main verb in the sentence. When each conversion rule is 
applied, the original sentence is divided into two parts – two 
sentences, each of which represents fewer situations than the 
original sentence, and in this sense is a simpler sentence.  

During conversion, the original sentence is not simply 
mechanically separated into two parts, but is also subjected to 
certain additional modifications. In particular, the participle is 
replaced with the corresponding verb. Word order can be 
changed. Pronouns are introduced to identify objects that are 
referred to.  

The developed conversion rules simplify translation from 
SRL to RSL, but at the same time are not specific to this task 
and can be used to solve other problems that require a similar 
simplification of SRL texts. 
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The development of conversion rules within the scope of a 
machine translation system was focused on using text analysis 
results obtained from the parser Dialing. Conversion rules are 
applied after this analyser builds the structure of the input text 
and identifies any occurrences of participles. Accordingly, only 
those sentences with participles that can be identified as such 
based on the chosen parsing system are subject to changes. 

Since the conversion rules are applied after parsing, the 
categories the analyser utilises to represent the structure of the 
input sentence are used when describing the rules.  

We introduce the following notation for syntactic group 
types. Participle + Noun – a group of a noun plus a participle-
type fragment (participle clause); the noun agrees with the 
participle in case, number and gender. Adjective + Noun – one 
or more adjectives that agree in gender, number and case, 
immediately followed by a noun. Instrumental Object – a group 
containing an object in the instrumental case. Other groups: 
Coordinated Noun Phrase, Verb + Adverb, Clause, 
Prepositional Phrase. One of the syntactic fragment types – 
participle-type – is also used. When rules are recorded, 
grammatical categories are identified by the sequences of 
indicators. When choosing conversion rules, the type of 
structure in which the participle was found is considered, as 
well as specific components of this structure. Each type of rules 
has specific usage conditions. 

Before conversion rules are applied to a certain sentence, 

the occurrence in it of a certain syntactical construction 

containing a participle is identified. The original sentence is 

divided into three parts: beginning of sentence, identified 

syntactical construction, end of sentence. Thus, in the 

sentence, The splash of raindrops falling on its surface 

produced a loud rumble, the Participle + Noun group 

corresponds to the part raindrops falling on its surface, 

beginning of sentence – splash and end of sentence – 

produced a loud rumble.  

The rules can replace or remove some parts of the original 

text, as well as reorder some parts of it. The following notation 

is used to describe these operations. A record like [X (Ψ1 → 

Ψ2, Ψ3 → Ψ4)] means that:  

1) Ψ1 are part of [X], 

2) in [X], Ψ1 must be replaced by Ψ2, and Ψ3 by Ψ4,  

3) in a sentence resulting from the application of such a 

conversion, Ψ2 is in the first position, while all other words 

remain in the same order as in the original sentence (the 

sentence may contain words other than those in Ψ1 and Ψ2); 

Ψ2 occupies the former position of Ψ1 in X. 

General usage condition: rules of this type are applicable 

only if preceding (morphological and syntactic) analysis 

identified a Participle + Noun group and a participle.  

Each type of rule is represented by several variants (for 

active and passive participles). As an example, we shall refer 

to the result of applying one of the rules for converting a 

sentence with an active participle in which a Noun + Participle 

group has been identified. The sentence [The splash of 

raindrops falling on its surface produced a loud rumble] will 

be split into two simpler ones: [raindrops fell on its surface] 

[the splash of these drops produced a loud rumble]. 

III. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONVERSION 

RULES 

Software implementation of the syntactic transformation of 

sentences containing participle constructions involves a library 

that encapsulates the text processing process. As a result of 

isolating the logic in a .NET code library (.dll assembly), 

various applications with any user interfaces (console, 

desktop, web, etc.) can consult the existing library, regardless 

of language. The library has been developed in C#, but the 

user interfaces may be created in any language (e.g. VB or 

C++/CLI). The library contains a single namespace that 

interacts with components of the Dialing text processing 

system. 

In order to analyse text in natural Russian language, the 

library makes it possible to: 

 Load text and initialise necessary components of the 

parsing system. 

 Divide text into sentences and organise procedures for 

its conversion. 

 Carry out morphological and syntactic analysis of each 

sentence (building a sentence dependency tree). 

 Translate each sentence using syntactic conversion 

rules (building a sentence translation tree). 

We shall now examine the steps of the conversion process, 

drawing on the example of the complex sentence We settled 

down next to the planted shrubs growing on the cut grass. The 

result of parsing is a dependency tree, which is stored in the 

form of an XML document. 

The tree structure is arbitrary and is described by a set of 

nested tags, each of which is either a clause (clause node) and 

group (group node) built on a morphological variant of the 

clause, or a syntactic relationship (rel node). A clause is a 

fragment of a complex sentence, while the internal structure of 

a group is determined by the type (type attribute).  

The syntactic relationship between words is defined by the 

following attributes:  

 name – the type of group. 

 gramrel – external grammemes (morphological 

characteristics) that determine the behaviour and 

compatibility with other groups. 

 lemmprnt – normal form of the main word in the group. 

 grmprnt – grammemes of the main word in the group. 

 lemmchld – normal form of the dependent word in the 

group. 

 grmchld – grammemes of the dependent word in the 

group. 

The process of converting a sentence involves splitting it up 

into simpler sentences. A prerequisite to such segmentation is 

the presence of one or more structures containing a participle. 

The structures are processed sequentially from left to right. 

After dividing the original sentence, two simplified sentences 

are obtained with the corresponding verb instead of the 

participle that provoked division. A binary tree is used to store 

data, in which each node stores a sentence, while both its 

descendants contain the result of division. Fig. 1 shows the 

binary tree that will be built for the above example:  
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Fig. 1. Sentence Translation Tree 

 
The construction of the tree continues for as long as 

splitting does, i.e. while at least one of the sentences triggers a 
certain conversion rule (out of the 14 rules developed). When 
the tree is filled, its nodes are processed in the following order: 
top, left subtree, right subtree. The processing order is shown 
on Fig. 1 by the number at the end of the sentence. Thus, the 
leaf nodes (whose subtrees are both empty) form the translation 
chain, namely: [The shrubs were planted] [The grass was cut] 
[These shrubs grow on this grass] [We settled down near these 
shrubs]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Each syntactic transformation rule provides the following 

functionality: 

 Verification of the general usage conditions for rules of 

this type. 

 Search for a multitude of constructions containing 

participles. 

 Selection of a rule variant in accordance with set 

conditions. 

 Implementation of various types of conversions 

depending on the chosen variant. 
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We settled down next to the planted shrubs growing on the cut grass. (1) 

The planted shrubs grow on the cut grass. (2) 
We settled down 

next to these 

shrubs. (7) 

The shrubs were 

planted. (3) 

These shrubs grow on the cut grass. (4) 

The grass was cut. (5) 
These shrubs grow on 

this grass. (6) 
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Abstract–The article describes harmonics 

determination using method based on pulse-width 

modulation (PWM), harmonic analyzer modelling and 

researching errors of harmonics determination, namely: 

influence number of PWM periods per harmonic period on 

harmonic determination error, influence PWM 

discreteness on harmonic determination error, influence 

harmonic phase on harmonic determination error, 

influence harmonic frequency deviation on harmonic 

determination error.  

 

Keywords—spectrum analysis, harmonic analyzer, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Electrical signal form analysis, i.e. dependence 

of the voltage or current versus time, widely is use`d for 

getting information about various devices. However, 

time dependence does not have sufficiently high 

sensitivity of signal changing in some cases. Form of 

signal spectrum is significantly more sensitive. Signal 

presentation in frequency area as a harmonic sum with 

different frequencies, amplitudes and initial phases is 

also necessary in solving the electromagnetic 

compatibility problem, i.e. ensuring the work of many 

electronic devices in a limited frequency range. Using 

conversion nonelectrical quantities to electrical allows 

to use spectrum analysis in mechanics, acoustics, 

medicine and other area [1]. 

Currently, many devices based on Fourier 

method there are in a market. Method based on pulse-

width modulation is alternative method of harmonic 

determination. 

When Fourier method is used for harmonic 

determination, multiplication of function code and code 

value of sine/cosine component is calculated. This 

require using high computing power and large amount 

of memory in connection with the need to store both 

program code of the multiplication algorithm, and 

intermediate results, which are obtained in the course of 

the calculations. Multiplication operation of codes with 

storing results of multiplication is in fact excluded in 

proposed method, instead this analog multiplication of 

incoming signal and pulse-width signal of 

corresponding harmonics is performed and then 

multiplication result is converted to the code using an 

integrating converter. Thus, computing power and 

amount of memory is reduced in this device by 

simplifying the calculation algorithm of harmonics. 

 

II. SPECTRUM ANALYSIS BASED ON 

PWM METHOD 

 

Main idea of spectrum analysis based on PWM 

method is as followed: for determination sine 

component Vsin, special pulse-width signal Psin(t) is 

generated corresponding to sine component of 

harmonic, which is multiplied by incoming signal S(t) in 

analog form and then integral of multiplication result is 

determined. Result of integral is the value of sine 

component. The determination of cosine component Vcos 

of harmonics is similar to the determination of the sine, 

but instead of PWM signal Psin(t) special PWM signal 

Pcos(t) is generated, for determination of cosine 

component. 

 

𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑛 =
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑆(𝑡)𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠 =
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑆(𝑡)𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 

Where T is period of research harmonic. At last 

step, harmonic module is calculated using followed 

equation:  

 

𝑉 = √𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑛
2 + 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠

2  

 

Special PWM signal is generated for each 

researched harmonic. The necessary PWM signals is 

possible to obtain using the algorithm showed below. 

Sine (for determination of sine component and 

cosine for determination cosine component) with period 

T is divided into n equal segments, in which center 

points Сi is found (where i = 1…n is number of PWM 

pulse) (figure 1). The value n represents the amount of 

the PWM pulses per harmonic period. Value of center 

point can be calculated using next formula:  

 

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑇𝑝𝑤𝑚 (𝑖 −
1

2
) 
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Figure 1. Finding of center point. 

 

Square signal with amplitude A and pulse width 

τi (figure 2) is generated in this points. Pulse width can 

be finding using followed equation: 

𝜏𝑖 = 𝑇𝑝𝑤𝑚 sin (𝜔𝑇𝑝𝑤𝑚 (𝑖 −
1

2
)) 

Where 𝑇𝑝𝑤𝑚 =  
𝑇

𝑛
 is a period of PWM signal, 

𝜔 =
2𝜋

Т
 – circular frequency. 

 

 
Figure 2. PWM signal. 

 

If it is need to determine harmonic with number 

k, then sine/cosine frequency must be increased k times. 

It is also worth noting that this method of 

determining the harmonic components of the signal is a 

vector that allows to determine both the amplitude and 

phase of harmonics. Found sine and cosine components 

of harmonic it is easily to determine phase of harmonic 

using next equation: 

𝜑 = tan−1 (
𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑛

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠

) 

 

 

III. RESEARCH 

 

This method of harmonics determination of 

signal is new, therefore, factors influence on error of 

harmonic determination is unknown. For the purpose of 

researching this factors, modeling of harmonic analyzer 

was done, in the course of which was researched: 

 

 influence PWM discreteness on harmonic 

determination error; 

 influence number of PWM periods per harmonic 

period on harmonic determination error; 

 influence harmonic phase on harmonic 

determination error; 

 influence harmonic frequency deviation on 

harmonic determination error. 

 

Modelling was done in MatLAB with using 

programing language of the same name. Written 

program is fully corresponded to algorithms of harmonic 

determination and PWM signal generation are presented 

above. 

Influence number of PWM periods in one 

harmonic period on harmonic determination error 

(PWM discreteness error). PWM discreteness error 

means how much points are taken for generation the one 

PWM period. This error is related to discreteness of 

forming of time intervals. In order to study the behavior 

of this error in dependence on number of points in one 

PWM period sine signal was used. Changing the number 

of points in one PWM period harmonic was calculated. 

Modelling was done for different number of PWM 

pulses in one harmonic period. 

In figure 3 shown that when using a sufficiently 

large number of points for the PWM period, fluctuations 

of plots is reduced and tend to the value equal to the error 

depended on the number of PWM pulses for the period 

studied harmonics. 

Analyzing Fig. 4 and 5, it can be concluded that 

after a 500 points per PWM period, fluctuation becomes 

small. 
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Figure 3. PWM discreteness error for 4, 8, 12, 16 PWM pulses in one harmonic. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. PWM discreteness error for 4, 8, 16, 32 PWM pulses in one harmonic. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. PWM discreteness error for 32, 64, 128 PWM pulses in one harmonic. 
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It is worth noting that the increasing the number 

of points per period of the PWM, increasing the 

sampling rate requirements. For example, to measure 

signal with frequency equal to 2kHz using 500 points 

per PWM period and 16 PWM periods per harmonic 

period, it is need , the sampling frequency need Fd = 

2000 * 500 * 16 = 16 MHz. 

Influence number of PWM periods per harmonic 

period on harmonic determination error. In modelling 

sine signal was researching. Changing number of PWM 

pulses per harmonic period, harmonic was measured. In 

order to reduce influence of PWM discreteness error, 

PWM signal formed with 10000 points per harmonic 

period. Fig. 6 and 7 shows that in range from 2 to 9 

PWM pulses per harmonic period, error sharply reduced 

to 1.5%. Further increasing of PWM pulses per 

harmonic period error begins to decrease gradually and 

at 128 PWM pulses error is set 0.007%.  

Influence harmonic phase on harmonic 

determination error. Modeling was done for sine input 

signal. Changing phase of input signal, harmonic 

measuring was made. As expected phase of signal does 

not influence on harmonic determination error because 

this method is vector. 

Influence harmonic frequency deviation on 

harmonic determination error. Modelling of this error 

was done for input signal 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐴 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜑), 

where 𝑓 = 𝑓0 + ∆𝑓, 𝑓0 is a nominal frequency and ∆𝑓 is 

a deviation of frequency. Frequency was changed in 

range ±1% of nominal frequency. Modelling was done 

for 16, 32 and 64 PWM pulses per harmonic period. 

Summarizing obtained results (Fig. 8), it can be 

concluded that error depended on harmonic frequency 

deviation is almost not depend on number of PWM 

pulses per harmonic period and it is a part of harmonic 

determination error. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Influence number of PWM periods per harmonic period on harmonic determination error. 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Influence number of PWM periods per harmonic period on harmonic determination error. 
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Figure 8. Influence harmonic frequency deviation on harmonic determination error for 16, 32 and 64 PWM pulses per 

harmonic period. 

 

IV. FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF THE 

ANALYZER BASED ON THE PWM METHOD 

 

Functional diagram is shown on Fig. 9. The input 

signal is applied to the switch S and the inverting unit 

IU, which is connected with a switch. Switch is toggled 

by PWM signal applied from microcontroller M. When 

the output of the microcontroller control is a "positive 

PWM" then signal passes through switch. When the 

output of the microcontroller control is a "negative 

PWM" then signal passes through inverting unit and 

switch. And when the output of the microcontroller 

control equal zero there is zero on switch output. This 

process is equivalent to multiplication of input signal 

and PWM signal. Thus, we get multiplication of 

researched signal and PWM signal on output of the 

switch. 

 

 
Figure 9. Functional diagram of the analyzer 

based on the PWM method. 

 

Output of switch is applied to integrating 

converter IC, and where multiplication of input and 

PWM signals converts to voltage, time, etc., that 

proportional of sine or cosine component of researched 

harmonic, depending on PWM signal type. 

Data from output of IC applied to microcontroller 

having ADC, where data is processed and then either 

gone to indicator or transmitted for subsequent use via 

any interface. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In operation, the mathematical model was 

developed that describes the method of determining the 

harmonics of the signal based on the PWM, as well as 

using this model various factors affecting the common 

method error in the determination of harmonics have 

been investigated. 

The research have shown that the error of 

discreteness makes negligible contribution to the 

common method error using 500 points per PWM 

period. The error depending on number of PWM pulses 

per harmonic period is equal to 0.4% for 16 PWM 

pulses. Further increasing number of PWM pulses 

slowly reduces of error. For 128 PWM pulses, the error 

is 0.007%. As expected, harmonic determination error 

does not depend on phase, because this method is vector. 

In addition, the error depend on harmonic frequency 

deviation. This dependence is linear and substantially 

independent of the number of PWM pulses per period of 

the harmonic. 

This method of harmonic determination is well 

work in area of low frequencies providing a small error 

(0.5% at 16 PWM periods per harmonic period and at 

500 points per PWM period). Method can be used in the 

area of determining of electricity quality and in PLC 

networks. 
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Abstract — Robots in social environments, which are 

dominated by human beings, need more comprehensive 

social awareness. As a consequence, an additional social 

feature for these robots is necessary. An ability, which the 

technical device requires to react to human beings in social 

situations and therefore to adjust its own behavior 

accordingly. This paper describes a method to perceive the 

non-verbal communication of human beings in social 

environments. With the perception of the human body 

language the robot receives additional information about 

the environment and the social situation. Thereby it 

interprets the behavior of humans in current social 

situations and mediates between human and premise and 

also between human and the technology itself. This 

competence is a step in the direction of an individualizing 

human-robot communication. 

Keywords — robot mediator, perception, companion, 

human-robot interaction, non-verbal communication, 

automatic system. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Robots in environments which are dominated by human 
beings need more comprehensive social awareness. At 
present, robots perceive gestures as a special kind of 
communication and facial expression as emotion. This 
happens at a closer distance to the robot or the system in 
general. Perception in such a close environment is 
important to individualizing the human-robot 
communication. This special communication takes place 
in different environments [14], for instance in exhibition 
areas, old people’s home, private home areas, as advertiser 
in service areas and also in museums. 

At present many museum robots have been realized and 
a lot of different achievements have been described [14]. 
For example the interactive tour-guide robot RHINO [3], 
it’s primary purpose is the safe navigation through the 
museum and the crowds and also the interaction with 
people. Visitors of the museum can send it to a specific 
target location in the museum via a web interface. 
Minerva [18] is also a museum robot which affects the 
people on a social level. It can expresses four emotions 
with a mechanical face: smile, neutral, sad and angry. But 
the primary purpose is also the navigation through the 
environment. The three robots in the “Museum für 
Kommunikation” in Berlin, Komm-rein, Also-gut and 
Mach-was [6] are darlings of the public. They combine 
the navigation feature and the social aspect. These robots 
have individual navigation areas and also a special 
character. This character decides in which way they 
communicate with the visitors. A special feature which the 

visitors like, is the interpersonal communication of these 
robots. One further step goes Robotinho [5]. It explains 
the exhibits. It guides the visitors through the exhibition 
and presents the exhibits in the guided tour. In front of 
every exhibit which is in the guided tour it explains some 
basic points and subsequently it asks: Do you want to 
know more about this exhibit? It listens to the answers and 
decides by the loudest and cleanest voice. In this way a 
communication situation is built. The newest museum 
robot is I

2
MSAS [8], [11] developed by the HTW Dresden. 

This robot contains features of navigation, presentation 
and interaction. More than save navigation through the 
museum area, it make the exhibits alive. It seems to the 
visitor that the exhibits still work. This is implemented by 
a projection. Thereby a interaction between human and 
information and between human and robot is realized. At 
present, it’s the most sophisticated robot in this area. 

All these present projects realize social 
individualization via facial detection, verbal requests or 
manual input with the help of suitable displays. These 
implementations were made for small spatial distances. 
But a natural communication situation begins with the 
first eye contact which happens at a major distance. 

The aim of the project, which is described in this paper, 
is the perception of social situations at a major spatial 
distance. With the help of this special information the 
robot appears as a mediator between human and 
environment on the scene. Thereby the robot affects the 
wellbeing of the visitors. 

 

II. EDGE OF THE HUMAN BEING 

 
That, which is the edge of the human beings, that is the 

handicap of social robots at human-robot communication 
at this time. 

Recognition of natural interpersonal communication in 
public spaces has changed over the years [10]. It consists 
of three basic stages. It begins with the very first eye 
contact in a major spatial distance. The first awareness 
effects our attitude of a person and it’s decides if we like 
or don’t like this person. Then follows the awareness in a 
closer distance, which specifies the opinion of this person. 
But this opinion can also be completely changed by the 
additional information. During a verbal dialog we acquire 
the details of our communication partner. The sum of 
these three stages decides how we talk together, if we like 
or don’t like the counterpart and it decides on which social 
level we talk together [9]. The first two steps make use of 
non-verbal communication in contrast to the third one. We 
are aware of non-verbal signals at major distances, we 
interpret these signals and form an opinion of our 
counterpart. We use these non-verbal signal more 
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unwittingly than wittingly [1]. That’s why it’s good to 
estimate the intension of the communication partner. 
Because by doing this unwittingly, we cannot not 
communicate. In a interpersonal communication we use 
the non-verbal signals to show our intension, sympathy 
and social status [13], [9]. 

At present the ability of robots consist of the second 
and the third step (see above). But the first impression of 
the communication partner is lost. As a consequence 
robots need a social ability so that they can perceive their 
human counterparts in a major distance and use the human 
non-verbal signals to interpret their intensions. 

 

III. MEDIATOR 

 
The component, which perceives the human non-verbal 

signals, is called mediator. This name is used because the 
perception component is helpful to lead and to mediate the 
people in social environments. The mediator mediates 
between the humans and the environment and also 
between the humans and technology itself [16]. 
Temporarily it’s a companion [2], [4] of the people which 
facilitate the orientation in different unknown 
environments. 

Facilitation of orientation is a helpful ability of a robot 
because this skill affects the wellbeing of the people. They 
don’t need to know how the system works or how they 
have to use it. The system reacts proactively and so a 
barrier between human and technology is hurdled. 

A. CONCEPT 

The mediator component which detects the body 
language of people in social situations, is one part of a 
whole concept [17]. The first prototype of the mediator 
perceives humans at the entrance area of museums. 

 

Fig. 1. Depiction of Situation. 

In figure 1 is shown the situation and the perception. 
The construction of the perception based on the E-V-A 
principle. E stands for “Eingabe” (Input). The input data is 
provided by the optical sensor, which is a combination of 
a VGA camera, a infrared projector and infrared camera. 
V means “Verarbeitung” (processing). All different data 
of distance, position and behavior are handled inside this 
processing unit. A for “Ausgabe” (Output) realizes the 
verbal reaction to the situation. 

The processing unit needs a special pattern of the non-
verbal signal to compare it with the perceived data. 
Because of the used optical sensors not all signals can 
perceive. Non-verbal communication is the amount of 
facial expression, gestures, postures, body contact, 
proxemics, clothes and other human physical appearance, 
phonetic statements and also smell [1]. With the help of a 
optical sensor postures, proxemics and the physical 
appearance like the height of a person can be perceived. 

Therefore the interpretation of social situations based 
on a spatial social distance (see B. Implementation), the 
social human posture (ibid.) and the height of the person. 
Due to the calculation of the height can be detected if the 
person a adult or a child. With the help of this information 
the verbal reactions are adjusted. 

B. IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation follows a three part concept of 
perception. These three parts of perception are: 

- distance 

- human detection 

- posture calculation. 

Distance is an important detail. Not every distance is 
suitable to perceive non-verbal signals. Edward T. Hall 
differs five areas of interpersonal communication [7], 
which are signalized by different signals of 
communication. 

Two different areas of communication were 
implemented. First, the communication area itself in a 
distance of 0,9 m to 3,6 m. In this distance the detection of 
human beings has been realized. Second, the security area 
with a radius of 0,9 m around the robot. E. T. Hall called 
this area intimate area. This area isn’t suitable to perceive 
such a social communication which is preferred in this 
project. The distance of more than 3,6 m is named public 
area. This area isn’t a communication area and for that 
reason not observed. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Implemented Areas; View of Human vs. View of Sensor. 

Figure 2 shows the implemented areas of perception. It 
was compared to the human field of view (black 55°) and 

Sensors 
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the sensor field of view (grey 28°). Also depicted is the 
sensor area, it’s adjusted to the social human areas by 
Edward T. Hall [7]. As a consequence the sensor reacts at 
the same distance level as a human being. 

The difference of 27 degrees between human field of 
view and sensor field of view seems massive. But the 
sensor perceives in this area three-dimensional objects and 
the full scale of color. A human being can only see the full 
range of color in a area of -15 degrees to 15 degrees [12]. 
So the sensor is more precise than a human eye in the 
whole perception area. 

Part two of the implementation is the human detection. 
This happens with suitable points of the human body. All 
joints, which connect the human body parts, are suitable. 
The configuration of these points allows building a pattern 
of the human body. With the help of this pattern the input 
data of the sensor can be compared. 

Part three is the most important part of the 
implementation. This part realizes the perception of the 
non-verbal signals. One cannot not communicate [19] 
that’s the reason why this kind of perception works. But 
with all enthusiasm we should see scratching the nose as 
scratching the nose. We shouldn’t interpret all human 
body movement and we also can’t perceive all this 
movements with the help of a sensor. 

What is perceptible? At this special distance all body 
movements which are extroverted. If we use our whole 
body including arms and hands then it’s a good posture to 
perceive it. There are many different postures that human 
beings use to communicate. They differ from environment 
to environment also from culture to culture. So it is 
important to be precise in the environment of the 
perception and the special area. Because in the entrance 
area human needs are different to the needs in the 
exhibition area. If we know the needs of the humans in an 
entrance area, we have to observe how they communicate 
these needs in a non-verbal way. One example of the huge 
amount of non-verbal signals is shown in figure 3. Posture 
in figure 3 is called “What are we going to do now”. With 
the arms akimbo the person enlarges the body surface. In 
this posture the person has no problems with attackers. 
This is a typical posture of ‘I know what I want and I’ll 
defend my opinion’. 

 

Fig. 3. Non-verbal Signals in real and virtual. 

With the perception of such body postures a system can 
be socially emphatic [15]. This ability allows the system 

to interpret the needs of human beings in social situations. 
The result of interpretation is used to react suitably. 

For the perception of the human body, posture is used 
as the geometry of the body. This is hinted in figure 3, left 
picture draws the geometry of a human body. With the 
help of this essence a calculation of the position of all 
body parts can happen. The calculation contains the 
absolute position of the body parts and also the relative 
position to other parts. The relative position is calculated 
by vectors of the parts and angles between the body parts. 
With the results of these calculations a pattern of every 
non-verbal body posture is build. By comparison between 
pattern and sensor data the processing unit decides which 
body posture was made by the human being. On this 
information is grounded the verbal reaction of the 
mediator component and in succession the verbal reaction 
of the social robot. 

C. EVALUATION 

The evaluation has been executed on two levels: The 
first level was the reliability of perception and the second 
was the acceptance of the perception system. 

The reliability of perception was tested on two different 
light conditions. First iteration at 30 lux, this is the lowest 
light intensity on which the sensor works. Second iteration 
on 100 lux. This light intensity was used because there is a 
restriction (DIN EN 12464) to museums which states how 
strong the light intensity in the different areas of the 
museum must be. 

 

Fig. 4. Reliability of Posture Perception at Different Light Intensity. 

Figure 3 describes results of the evaluation. The 
reliability of the perception differs from the three 
situations which are called “Wegfindung” (path finding), 
“Unentschlossen” (indecisive) and “Interesse” (interest). 
Postures of path finding are more extroverted than the 
other postures. As a consequence the reliability of 
perception of these postures is better. The disregard of the 
security area (SEC) is better detected at brighter light 
conditions (100 lux). The total result of reliability is with a 
light intensity of 30 lux 82,7 % and with a light intensity 
of 100 lux 93,7 %. 

At this time the acceptance of the perception system has 
been analyzed. What can be said is, it’s a new ability for 
robots. In general it can be said the people like it, only 
some are uncertain. They can imagine this technology 
could also helpful in different other environments. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The content of the paper describes a technical system, 
which mediates between human and environment and also 
between human and the technology itself. This happens by 
the perception of non-verbal signals which are used by 
human beings in interpersonal communication. The 
implementation realizes the perception of special non-
verbal signals, which are used by human beings in an 
entrance area of exhibitions. Results of the executed 
evaluations illustrates a reliable technical perception and a 
social acceptance. 

This project needs more information about social 
postures in different social environments. This 
information is needed to improve the quantity and more 
important the quality of the social non-verbal signals. 

With the help of the perception of non-verbal 
communication a barrier between human and technology 
is hurdled. The users don’t need special information also 
how the system works and how they have to use it. They 
only communicate with their body language. Also the 
technical device gets an edge: It “knows” what users need 
by the perception of their non-verbal signals. This 
knowledge is an important step in the future of proactive 
systems – no operator terminal, no complicated use, no 
special technical information. 

 

Don’t tell me what you want; Show me what you want. 
I’ll see it on your body language. I’m ready if you’re 
ready! 
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Abstract— University administration requires for fast ready 

to use tools for dynamic changing needs. Existing frameworks by 

abstraction, hiding access to required functionality or access it 

with effort. Therefor the flexible homogeneous object binding 

concept is implemented for thesis management system resulting 

in wide range usable new features presented following. Index 

lifting brings the full relational performance of index access for 

huge amount of data, while object links abstract complexity as 

far away from prototype, as required, by self-organization. 

Keywords— flexible, adaptive, generic, preference gradient, 

model view controller 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Intuitive grouping of parts of real world to common objects 
seems widely accepted. This way directly mapping of 
requirements, requests and updates to object binding seems 
easier to understand than relation sets. 

Google tools like drive or calendar brings the effort of 
saving data externally [1]. Relational database system is very 
widespread and performant. A historical reason is higher 
flexibility of operations of sets in relational model compared to 
error prone reassign of all pointer structures in pointer based 
databases [2]. Because of limitations of access paths object 
oriented databases may result in lower performance compared 
to relational databases and have limited widespread [3]. 
Document based databases like mongo DB could not provide 
the robustness of mature relational systems e. g. fully 
consistency, fully supported ACID rules [4], [5]. 

Limitation for incorporation of document based system 
with flexible data saving and relational system where the 
inconvenient growing access times [6]. It seemed two not 
fitting systems where available. 

In this paper the concept of homogeneous object binding 
structure is realized in form of objects in relational database 
system. At the same time by the dynamic table structure 
flexible structures similar to document based systems are 
established. Document based database systems accessing 
unstructured files in inconsistent possible format by identifiers. 
In contrast to document based system, homogeneous object 
structure extends objects structured in object types (person, 
topic) and allows a homogeneous format for all applications 
common access, by at the same time flexibility in content by 
further processing dimension. To realize in relational schema it 
is possible to create a table per object. 

Following homogeneous architecture is described and 
advantages of intuitive clear by at the same time high 
flexibility over grouping and typecast are presented. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Management System realizes model-view-controller 
architecture. The model is realized by homogeneous object 
binding structure. It realizes a general object to which real 
world application parameters are dynamically bound in form of 
key value pairs. Thereby hierarchies and layers are realized. 
This structure is basis for preference based decisions and in this 
context possible becoming dynamic gradient structures. The 
gradient structure [7] can represent very flexible requirements 
of order tasks as used for thesis progress controlling in this 
tool. 

An Object-type-object groups all objects of a type like 
persons Fig. 1. Separate Object tables hold only the currently 
needed key-value pairs saving memory for much default 
values. Concept of object links allows a controller to resolve 
the object type and id to referenced table. Furthermore keys 
could be referenced by appending them to object link. Other 
than with simple foreign key, object link allows from this 
structure information to get automatic self-organized the target 
table of an object type and provide generic operation of 
extraction of name of target for view. 

 

Fig.1. Homogeneous object-binding architecture concepts 

In order to combine relational Database with homogeneous 
data from a document based view in a performant way, concept 
of index lifting is introduced. Index Lifting allows moving 
often used or in many objects available key values in an object 
type index Fig. 1. This way fast access to required data is 
possible while flexible access to dynamic data is still available. 
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Controller is organized in separate PHP files for operations on 
homogeneous object binding structure. Operations are generic 
by working on parameterized object type and id. Provided 
operations are retrieving of filtered objects and statistics data 
and update of not further to process data, object links, gradient 
process state and deadlines. Generic filtering of keys in update 
stream allows for sending emails and upload of files. 

Object links are automatically resolved if not other 
specified. In case of foreign key editing properties for a view, it 
is required to display the resolved name while hidden represent 
the id to later assign the data to correct point. A generic view 
object allows for filtered object information selection 
combined with optional autocomplete input and hidden id input 
mapped to the object link requirements. This GUI element was 
of high reuse Fig. 3 three dot button, loading objects of type 
filterable by object conditions.  

In the view the homogeneous json stream pays out its 
advantages. By simply flexible adding GUI input elements 
with object link property they were by generic controller 
automatic inserted in database or read out. This enormous 
flexibility may be restricted in more public GUIs by access 
rights key-value attributes or column to restrict access by 
security levels. Shibboleth authentication which is integrated 
allows distinguishing between student and member, activate-
able for further security restrictions. 

 

Fig. 2 overview over available internships (bachelor, master thesis) object 

stream auto generated from available type and self-organized resolved object 

information; including file object with database-stored pdf resolving 

 

III. RESULTS 

Overview of internship, bachelor thesis and master thesis 
used generic object link to generate view as shown in Fig 2. 
Advantage of controller is that it automatically resolves text in 
case foreign objects are not connected or realized yet. This way 
easy extension by new objects is possible by changing from 
textual description to self-organized object link resolving for 
new objects. Implementation of student localized view Fig. 3 
and advisor view Fig. 4 was realized. Advisor view allows for 
processing of current tasks in progress of current thesis for easy 
controlling. The managing is realized by gradient structure in 
database with preference Gradient nodes. Such nodes hold 
object link to previous and next node in partial order and all 

relevant GUI information to generate the view e. g. button 
actions, mail default texts, form names.  

 

Fig. 3. English localized Version of Student thesis reservation site 

 

File object was realized integrating unique name of topic 
and editor in meta-symbols not allowed in filenames. Object 
links connect topic and file allowing pdf filtered storage by 
student view Fig. 3 and check Fig. 3 and overview Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 4. advisor view with possibility to create persons (students, intern, extern 

advisors), topics, update topic state and get current progress overview from 
overview; dynamic generated search forms for objects 
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Fig.5. dynamic from gradient process node generated form for state 

processing (e. g. ausgreschrieben), State progress changes are direct reflected 

in view e. g. by moving topic from “ausgeschrieben” to “in Bearbeitung”; 
E-mail predefined text save controlling time processing current thesis 

progress. 

 

Integrated Framework Bootstrap was used as basic styling 
framework. Views GUI elements naturally integrate jquery 
window, autocomplete and calendar functionality. For simple 
code where possible for request and response of ajax streams 
jquery was used, using delegation approach for up to date 
dynamic generated java script with fall back to generic java 
script where required. In order to display filtered homogeneous 
messages streams in diagrams (Fig. 6) the jquery plotting 
plugin jqplot was used. Fullcalendar for Calendar display and 
Baikal for display of calendar on smartphone were considered. 

 

 

Fig.6. homogeneous object binding structure allows for simple filtered display 

of statistics data; as outlook calendar functionality could be integrated but for 

common solution may be preference for existing services 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In this work a flexible thesis management system using 
homogeneous object binding structure was presented. Flexible 
structure allows for storage of only required data. Object links 
allow for self-organisation. Index-lifting allows high 
performance of relational database indexed access. The usage 
of homogeneous stream controlling allowed simple 
implementation of strong control mechanisms over high 
complexity by extra structuring dimension. 

Extension by restriction of gradients steps to certain study 
regulation is planned. Versioned File processing is planned, 
extending file object with blobs binary data by file objects with 
key value pairs for line text, line version group, line-limit free 
generic attributes of files. This file objects could further be 
used for specification, overview or simulator tools. Timely 
animation requirements or connections and graphical elements 
could also be stored and loaded from such files. 
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Abstract 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are widely used in both 
industry and academic area. The Flight Control (FC) is the key 
function which allows stable flight in the air. Typically it is 
implemented in software using small microcontrollers. In order to 
do Mission based tasks, user requires extra add-on hardware to 
support such functionality.  In this paper, I present a VHDL 
implementation of Flight Control functions of Quadcopter and its 
integration in Zynq SoC. This hardware implementation has 
several benefits over conventional software implementation. Firstly 
migrating Flight Control functions into hardware provides plenty 
of room for a Microprocessor to do other tasks such as Mission 
Control. This also leads no extra Microprocessor. Second, it is 
complete RTL (register-transfer-level) design described in vhdl, i.e., 
no Vendor specific macros or hard cores are used. Therefore it is 
easily portable to platforms from different vendors. Next, many 
efficient algorithms are utilized for arithmetic and trigonometric 
functions like Non-Restoring Square Root Algorithm, Booth 
Multiplier Algorithm, Cordic Algorithm. As a result, it achieves less 
area, higher speed. Finally providing AMBA AXI-lite interface 
gives easy integration in SoCs like 7 Series Zynq from Xilinx. 

 

Keywords—Flight Control, UAV, IMU, Complementary filter, 
FPGA ) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays UAVs are becoming very popular in industry 
and in academic area because of its variety of applications, cost 
effectiveness. It is acronym of Unmanned Aerial vehicle which 
consists of rotors, several motion, inertial and magnetic sensors 
and control board which steers the rotors based on the 
orientation estimated from sensors. There are several kind of 
UAVs depending on number of rotors. One such example is a 
Quadcopter with 4 rotors. Each rotor produces the thrust. By 
applying more thrust, it is possible to adjust the yaw, roll, and 
pitch angles. E.g. a Quadcopter adjusts its pitch or roll by 
applying more thrust to one rotor and less thrust to its opposite 
rotor. 

In General, UAV’s flight architecture levels comprise of 
Flight Control, Navigation Control and Mission Control. First 
one handles the stable flight, latter one defines how it will 
navigate, final level allows it to do some tasks. In order to fly 
the UAV, one needs a controller like PID with feedback of 
exact orientation (pitch, roll, and yaw). This can be achieved by 

inertial sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer) 
which needs to be fused together to get reliable readings of 
above angles.  

There are many cost efficient Flight Control platforms 
based on microcontrollers which offers seamless flight along 
with extra features like “position holding, waypoints tracking 
etc.” 

In this paper, I’m focusing on Flight control. It comprises 
of implementing sensor acquisition, sensor fusion and PID 
control on Zynq Soc. Zynq is all programmable SoC which has 
dual core processor and PL (programmable logic) resource just 
like FPGA. Compared to microcontroller based platform, one 
can describe his/her own custom hardware on PL and write the 
software for controlling that hardware on the processor. Thus 
one can benefit from best of hardware and software. Whereas 
microcontroller based platform has limited number of 
resources. Without additional hardware, adding heavy 
algorithms like image processing is not feasible. Often times, 
such algorithms are described in hardware. 

The implementations are simple and area-time efficient. It 
is tested on Spartan3e, Spartan6 fpga and Zynq SoC boards 
from Digilent. As in reference, several algorithms for 
multiplication, square root, arctangent are utilized. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 
complementary filter. Section III contains the Zynq SoC 
Integration. And finally section concludes my current research 
work. 

II. COMPLEMENTARY FILTER 

This filter is the simplest and easy to implement. It is used 
for getting a clean and stable angle estimate with the help of 
accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer. Although 
accelerometer alone give you angle, it is not stable and accurate 
enough. 

Following is the simple equation for complementary filter. 

������� = ����2(����, �����
� + ����

� ) 

����ℎ��� = ����2(−����, �����
� + ����

� ) 

�� = ����� ∗ ������� 

�� = ����� ∗ ������� 

������ = 0.98 ∗ ������� + ��� + 0.02 ∗ ������� 
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����ℎ�� = 0.98 ∗ �����ℎ�� + ��� + 0.02 ∗ ����ℎ��� 

������ – Roll angle output, ����ℎ�� - Pitch angle output 

��–Delta angle x axis, ��- Delta angle y axis 

����� – Angular rate x axis 

����� – Angular rate y axis 

������� – Sample period of sensor 

������� - Roll angle calculated using accelerometer 

����ℎ��� - Pitch angle calculated using accelerometer 

Exact behavior of these equations are implemented on 
hardware. As for calculating arctangent, instead of Lookup 
table, cordic algorithm was used [5]. It is a method of 
calculating a math function using much simpler math 
operations in a loop called Binary search. Following rotation 
equation is the basis of finding arctangent. 

���� = � ∗ cos � − � ∗ sin � 

���� = � ∗ cos � + � ∗ sin � 

It can be simplified to: 

����
� = � − � ∗ tan� 

����
� = � + � ∗ tan� 

The idea now is from the given X, Y point, we will rotate 
clockwise and counterclockwise based on the sign of ����

�  until 
it is close or equal to zero. Rotating angles are already pre-
computed. In each rotation, this angle should be added on or 
subtracted from the current angle. 

Below shows the C implementation. 

int[] table = {45, 26.565, 14.036, 7.125, 3.576, 1.79, 0.895, 0.448, 0.224, 0.112, 
0.056, 0.028, 0.014, 0.007, 0.003 }; 

for (i=0; i<15;i++) 
{ 

    if (y >=0) 
    { 
      x_new = x + (y>>i); 
      y_new = y - (x>>i); 
      SumAngle = SumAngle + table[i]; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
      x_new = x - (y>>i); 
      y_new = y + (x>>i); 
      SumAngle = SumAngle - table[i]; 
    } 
    x = x_new; 
    y = y_new; 

  } 

Reason for choosing angles like 45 and 26.565 is arctan(45) = 
1, arctan(26.565) = 0.5 which requires simple right shift instead 
of multiplication. As it shown in above, only addition, 
subtraction, shift operations are used. But the shift operation is 
variable controlled. It can be achieved by barrel shifter. But I 
chose a design with 15 stage pipeline. Each stage is described 
as in Fig3. Compared to the barrel shifter, it has shorter data-

path, resource usage is almost identical and it can evaluate 
angle at each clock cycle with cost of 15 clock cycles latency. 

 

For multiplication, booth algorithm [4] was used. It multiplies 
two signed integers with same bit width. For example 
multiplying 0011*1110 will be 1111 1010. See Table 1.  

A B OP  
0000 00110 
1110 
0001 00110 

1110 10 Subtract and shift 
right 

0001 00011 1110 11 Shift right 
0000 10001 
1110  
1110 10001 

1110 01 Add and shift right 

1111 01000 1110 00 Shift right 
1111 10100   Result (upper 8 bit) 

 
Table 1. An example of booth algorithm 

First we concatenate bitwidth '0’s on the MSB side and one '0' 
on the LSB side of the multiplicand and put it in A register. 
Depending the rightmost 2 bits, above operation will be 
executed. After bit width times iteration, upper 2*bit width is 
the result. 

In hardware, It is realized as two multiplexer, one adder, one 
shift register, one two’s complement, XOR logic and a small 
(FSM) for indicating the result is ready. See Fig 2. 

 

Figure 2. Hardware realization of booth algorithm 

As can be seen above, it is very simple and uses very less 
resource. Thus it is area efficient, but it compromises little on 
the speed. 
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Figure 3. Pipeline stage of CORDIC algorithm 

Figure 4. Complementary filter in block diagrams 

As for square root operation, "new non-restoring square root 
algorithm" of “Yamin Li and Wanming Chu from The 
University of Aizu” is used. It also uses simple shift, addition 
operations. Please refer to [3] for more detail.  

Using all these operations, following design Fig.4 is created to 
calculate the roll and pitch angles. From this component, three 
different roll, pitch angles are calculated from an 
accelerometer, a gyroscope, and the complementary filter.  

III. ZYNQ SOC INTEGRATION 

In this section, I will explain how the flight control function is 
integrated in the Zynq. As mentioned above, Zynq SoC 
contains both programmable logic (PL), Dual Core Processor. 
The Custom hardware can be created at the PL and can be 
connected to Processor via AMBA interface. Figure 6 depicts 
the entire system of Quadcopter. 
Flight control functions are implemented on the PL. On the 
PL, there is AMBA AXI-lite interface which allows access 
from the PS (Processing system). There are several different 
sensors interfaced through i2c, spi, pwm. Each of these is 
described as ip cores in the hardware. From the remote 
control, ppm sum signal is received which then scaled to 
relative angles that we want to steer via PID controller. 
Currently, I'm working on the PID tuning, and the next 

planned works are evaluating performance of the system 
against the Microcontroller based systems, executing tasks in 
the mission control level. The result of these works will be on 
the next publications. 
Just for demonstration, below graph (Fig.5) shows the roll 
angle calculated from Complementary filter component. It runs 
on the Zynq 7010 AP SoC based Zybo board from Digilent. 
All output values are received on PC via Serial port. Data rate 
of sensors is 800Hz.  

Figure 5. Complementary filter output
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Figure 6. System diagram of Quadcopter 
 
 
Gyroscope is good at short-term angle estimation. But in long 
term, it drifts away. As for accelerometer, it is good at long-
term estimation. It can be said that by combining these two 
sensors, resulting angle value is more accurate and stable. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A VHDL implementation of flight control functions of 
quadcopter and its integration on Zynq SoC are presented in 
this paper. It consists of several different modules. Each of 
these modules are simulated, implemented and tested on 
different development platforms. 

This hardware implementation is relatively simple and easily 
integrated to any platform due to the independence to Vendor 
specific macros. Several very efficient square root, arctangent, 
multiplication algorithms are used. Thus it achieves high speed 
at low area cost. Algorithms and implementations are presented 
in block diagrams which may be sufficient for readers from 
hardware background to implement such modules using their 
own code. 
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Abstract — analysis algorithms for interference patterns 

based on the phase shifts are widely used in creation of 

interference measuring systems. The phase-shifting method is 

based on obtaining interference patterns when the phase of a 

reference wave is changed to known values. An accuracy of 

existing analysis algorithms depends on a setting accuracy of 

inserted phase shifts values. However, it is difficult to determine 

an exact value of the phase shift in practice because of errors of 

devices performing a phase shift. A new analysis algorithm for 

interference patterns is considered in this paper. The algorithm 

uses three interference patterns with arbitrary phase shifts in 

order to calculate a phase.    

Keywords — interferometry; interference measuring system; 

interference patterns analysis 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A non-contact surface relief measurement based on an 
interference principle is a modern research area. Interference 
patterns captured during a measurement process contain a large 
amount of information that must be processed and decoded to 
obtain qualitative and quantitative assessments. This requires a 
presence of according computer systems and software to 
obtain, transform and process information. Software is used to 
decode interference patterns and present results in an 
appropriate form. 

Interference measurement systems consist of an 
interferometer, a camera that is used to capture interference 
patterns, and a data processing system. An operating principle 
of an interferometer can be described as follows. An 
electromagnetic radiation beam from a laser is spatially divided 
in two coherent beams using a beam-splitter. The former is 
reflected from an object to be measured, the latter is reflected 
from a reference mirror. Each of the beams goes through 
different optical paths and returns to a screen, creating an 
interference pattern (interferogram). Figure 1 shows a 
simplified scheme of the Twyman-Green  interferometer. 

 Then the captured interference patterns are used to restore 
a surface of an object to be measured, which is a task of a 
phase restoration for interference patterns. 

From a mathematical point of view the task of a phase 
restoration is a determining of phase difference values of 

interfering wave fronts using a measured intensity of the 
captured interference patterns. 

 Analysis methods for interference patterns based on phase 
shifts are widely used for a construction of interference 
measurement systems [1]. A phase shift method is based on a 
capturing of several interference patterns when a reference 
wave phase is changing to known values. 

 

Fig. 1. The Twyman-Green interferometer scheme. 

The interferogram’s intensity at a point (x,y) with different 
phase shifts δi is 

  0( , ) ( , ) 1 ( , )cos( ( , ) )i iI x y I x y V x y x y     

where I0(x,y) — an average brightness, V(x,y) — an 
interference pattern visibility, φ(x,y) — a phase difference 
between interfering wavefronts, i=1,2,…, m, m — a phase 
shifts number. 

There are formulas to determine the phase difference. If 
phase shifts are identical in the range 0…2π the phase 
difference φ can be calculated as [2] 



1 1

sin cos
n n

i i i i

i i

arctg I I  
 

    
     

    
   

The phase difference can be calculated using three arbitrary 
phase shifts: 
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An accuracy of existing analysis algorithms depends on a 
setting accuracy of introduced phase shifts. However, in 
practice it is difficult to determine an exact phase shifts values 
because of phase shift devices’ errors. 

This paper is dedicated to an analysis algorithm for 
interference patterns with three random phase shifts. A gist of 
the algorithm is to transform a trajectory of interference signals 
(intensities) with random phase shifts to a trajectory of signals 
whose phase shifts are exactly known. 

II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

Suppose there are three interference patterns with phase 
shifts δ1, δ2, δ3 (figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Interference patterns with different phase shifts. 

In the first step of the algorithm intensities vectors are 
created for each pixel of an interference pattern. These 
intensities vectors contain an intensity value in a particular 
pixel of an interference pattern with different phase shifts. Let 
I1(x,y) — an intensity value at pixel (x,y) on the first 
interference pattern, I2(x,y)— an intensity value at pixel (x,y) 
on the second interference pattern, I3(x,y)— an intensity value 
at pixel (x,y) on the third interference pattern. Then the 
intensities vector at pixel (x,y) on the interference pattern is 
I(x,y) = [I1(x,y); I2(x,y); I3(x,y)]. 

Then orthogonal vectors are calculated for each intensities 
vector. Orthogonal vector can be calculated using a matrix 
equation  

 M .  I I  

 A transformation matrix M must satisfy the following 
requirements: 

  
T

0, 1 1 0M M    

Calculated orthogonal vectors will have the same 
dimension as the intensities vector, i.e. contain three 
components. Figure 3 shows a trajectory of orthogonal vectors 
in an intensities space. Coordinates of each point in figure 3 are 
elements of the corresponding orthogonal vector. A shape and 

a location of a points cloud depend on phase shifts in 
interference patterns. 

In view of orthogonal vectors properties all points in the 
intensities space will be located in the same plane. This allows 
us to reduce a problem dimension. The resulting points cloud is 
rotated so that it would be parallel to a coordinate plane XY 
(figure 4). Then the points cloud is projected to a coordinate 
plane XY. After that points on the coordinate plane XY are 
approximated by an ellipse (a second-order curve) using an 
algorithm described in [4]. A second-order curve is determined 
by a following equation [3]: 


0222 33231312

2

22
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Fig. 3. A trajectory of orthogonal vectors in a space of intensities. 

 

Fig. 4. An orthogonal vectors trajectory that is parallel to a coordinate plane. 

The approximation algorithm uses an approximation 
criterion as in a least squares method, but the algorithm takes 
into account certain restrictions for coefficients of a second-
order curve equation which represents exactly an ellipse. 
Figure 5 shows a result of an approximation. 
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The next step  —  inscribe an ellipse into a cylinder. For 
that it is necessary to determine a cylinder guideline. Suppose a 
— an ellipse’s semi-major axis, b — an ellipse’s semi-minor 
axis. Axes lengths of the ellipse can be determined from an 
equation of a second-order curve as follows. At first calculate 
characteristic equation roots of a second-order curve: 

 11 12

12 22

0
a a

a a









 

 

Fig. 5. A trajectory approximation using an ellipse. 

Roots λ1 and λ2 of this equation are eigenvalues of a real 
symmetric matrix: 


11 12

12 22

a a

a a

 
 
 

 

Then axes lengths of an ellipse can be determined as 

follows. When λ1> λ2: 


2 1( 1/ ) ( / ), ( 1/ ) ( / )a A D b A D        

where A and D are invariants of a second-order curve 
calculated using following formulas [3]: 



11 12 13

11 12

12 22 23

12 22

13 23 33

,

a a a
a a

D A a a a
a a

a a a

   

When λ2> λ1:  


1 2( 1/ ) ( / ), ( 1/ ) ( / )a A D b A D        

A guidline L of a cylinder into which an ellipse will be 
inscribed has a following form: 


cos( )

sin( )

/b a

 
 

 
 
  

L  

where Ω— an angle between a positive direction of the axis 
X and each of the two main lines of a second-order curve 
calculated using a formula [3]: 
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Then the intensities trajectory can be transformed to a 
circular trajectory using the guidline of a cylinder into which 
an ellipse is inscribed. Each point of the intensities trajectory is 
projected along the cylinder guidline on a plane that is parallel 
to a cylinder base. A transformation is carried out as follows. 
Let  P(x,y,z) — an ellipse point in the space for the original 
intensities trajectory. Then a new point G on a circular 
trajectory is calculated using a formula: 

 ( )G P P   L L  

Figure 6 shows a result of a transformation to a circular 
trajectory. All points on the circular trajectory will be located 
in the same plane which is parallel to the cylinder base. 

The next step — rotate the circular trajectory in such a 
manner that a normal direction of a plane in which points of the 
circular trajectory are located coincides with direction of a 
vector E=[1;1;1]. To perform this operation it is necessary to 
find a rotation matrix to rotate a plane normal of the circular 
trajectory to a vector E. 

 

Fig. 6. A transform to a circular trajectory (a projection along a cylnder 

guidline) 

This rotation matrix can be found as follows. Let T — 
vector that is rotated to a vector P. At first calculate an angle β 
between vectors T and P using following formula 
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Calculate cross product of these vectors  

  V T P  

Then normalize the vector V: 

 R 
V

V

 

Create a skew-symmetric matrix A: 


0

0

0

z y

z x

y x

R R

A R R

R R

 
 

  
  

 

Then a required rotation matrix S can be found using an 
exponential map (Rodrigues formula): 

 2sin( ) (1 cos( ))S J A A        

where J — an identity matrix of size 3×3.  

Further each point of the circular trajectory is rotated using 
the rotation matrix S. Figure 7 shows a result of this 
transformation. 

 

Fig. 7. A trajectory rotation to a vector E=[1;1;1]. 

After a transformation to a circular trajectory the phase 
difference of interfering wave fronts can be found using a well-
known decoding formula with phase shifts values δ1=0, 
δ2=2π/3, δ3=4π/3. 

III. MODELING EXPERIMENT  

Interference patterns 300 × 300 pixels were simulated to 
test the proposed analysis algorithm. Figure 8 shows modeling 
interference patterns with random phase shifts δ1, δ2, δ3. Figure 
9 shows a phase distribution for entire field corresponding to 
model interference patterns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Modeling interference patterns with random phase shifts. 

Figure 10 shows a real phase and a calculated phase using 
the proposed algorithm for a particular row of an image. Figure 
11 shows a calculating phase error. 

 

Fig. 9. A phase distribution for an entire field. 

 

Fig. 10. A real phase and a calculated phase for a particular row. 
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Fig. 11. An error of phase calculating at each point in the field. 

RMSE of a phase calculating using the proposed decoding 
algorithm is 0.033 radians. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The proposed algorithm allows calculate a phase using only 
three interference patterns with random phase shifts. An 
accuracy of the algorithm is comparable with an accuracy of 

conventional analysis algorithms which require exact values of 
phase shifts. Results of a model experiment demonstrate a high 
accuracy of the algorithm. Unknown random phase shifts can 
be introduced by vibrations of a measurement system during an 
experiment and can be used for an analysis of interference 
patterns. 
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Abstract: this paper addresses issues related to the 

development of automatic stabilization and, in particular, the 

stabilization system in the vertical position of the object type 

«inverted pendulum». This article describes the stages of 

development of the system: the creation of an electrical circuit, 

the development of control software modules and the obtainment 

of a mathematical model of the system. For the operation of the 

automatic stabilization is necessary to measure the value of the 

parameter to be stabilized.  In addition to the setting you often 

need to receive details of the derivative of this parameter. 

Measured parameter usually contains interference that makes it 

difficult to derivative. The article discusses issues related to 

filtering the signal, in particular, the use of differentiating filters 

in order to obtain the derivative signal. A separate section is 

devoted to the work on the use of visual display products, such as 

liquid crystal displays, in systems operating in real time. 

Keywords – automatic control system; inverted pendulum; 

accelerometer; servomotor; microcontroller; DISCOVERY; 

differential filter; LCD 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This article describes the development of automatic 
stabilization system two-wheeled platform in a vertical 
position. The control object of this system is the platform on 
which the control board is placed. On the board placed sensors, 
driving circuits and the processing unit based on the 
microcontroller. By platform rigidly attached motor stator. The 
wheels are mounted on the shafts of motor. Exterior view of 
platform is shown in Figure 1. 

Controlling parameters of the system are the platform angle 
relative to the vertical and the angle of rotation of the wheel 
relative to the initial position. From a mathematical point of 
view control object is a kind of object "inverted pendulum". 
The problem of stabilization of this object is one of the classic 
problems in the theory of automatic control and is quite 
common in the technology. Equations of the object described, 
for example, the behavior of the rocket at the start or multi-
antenna. The difference between the developing system and the 
classical inverse pendulum is that the suspension point of the 
pendulum is secured to the wheel. 

II. STRUCTURE OF SYSTEM 

The development of system includes: development of 

platform circuit, development of component controlling 

software units and design of stabilization algorithm of system. 

Block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. The system 

includes the following components: micro controller unit, 

motor driving circuits, servomotors, accelerometer, liquid-

crystal display and Bluetooth module. 

Accelerometer used in the system is ADXL-335 [3]. The 

system includes communication module uses Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter interface (UART). This 

module is used for debugging the system and setting mode. 

Bluetooth module (e.g. HC05) for wireless communication or 

USB-TTL converter (e.g. PL2303) for wire communication can 

be connected to micro controller using UART interface. The 

LCD NOKIA 5110 [4] is placed on the platform for displaying 

current system status. The system state data can be displayed as 

text or graphics information by using this LCD. 

The control program is designed in such a way that each 

unit in the system can be controlled independently from other 

units. This approach to programming allows the flexibility to 

develop the system, retaining the ability to add modules to the 

system. In such case the important requirement to 

development of software modules is the requirement for 

performance as it is necessary to ensure the performance of all 

components in order to ensure the performance of the entire 

system. 

 

Fig.1 Exterior view of platform 
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Fig.2 Diagram block of the system 

Besides control software units control the program includes 

modules which directly implement the algorithm to stabilize 

the platform. Such modules are modules of data acquisition 

from sensors, filtering data, digital differentiation and also unit 

that implements calculation of control action. Key issues 

related to the implementation of software modules are 

considered further.  

III. ACCELEROMETER 

The system uses an accelerometer ADXL-335. This circuit 

has three analog channels. Signal value of each channel 

corresponds to the projection of acceleration on one of the 

axes. Accelerometer has following parameters: 

 Number of sensing axes: 3 

 Supply current: 350 μA 

 Measurement range: ± 3,6 g 

 Nonlinearity: ± 0,3 % 

 Sensitivity: 400 mV/g 

 Operating voltage: 3V 

 

Accelerometer measures the projections of resultant 

acceleration on axes. If only the force of gravity acts upon  the 

accelerometer than we can calculate tangent of accelerometer 

angle relative to a vertical direction by using values of 

acceleration projections on axes: 

 

This principle is illustrated in Figure 3. Further the angle can 

be restored by value of tangent by using one of following 

methods.  

 

Fig.3 The scheme for determining the tilt angle via the accelerometer 

 For applications, in which the tilt angle varies in a small 

range, the following approximation can be used: 

 

It is possible to restore the angle with an accuracy of 1% in a 

range from -20 to +20 degrees by using this approximation. 

And the accuracy of 5% is in range from -30 to +30 degrees. 

But, if it is required to operate over a wider range of angle, 

this method is not suitable for determining the angle. In this 

case one of the following methods can be used. 

The first way is a tabular method. The angles are 

associated with values of the ratio of the projection. This 

information is stored in the memory of microcontroller in the 

data array form. It is expedient to store the angle data array in 

a range from 0 to 45 degrees to reduce the amount of 

microcontroller memory. If angle is in a range from 45 to 90 

degrees than inverse ratio is calculated and angle is restored 

by using formula: 

 

For angles which correspond to others quadrants values are 

restored by corresponding trigonometric formulas. 

The binary search algorithm can be used to determine the 

closest to measured value in array. The application of this 

algorithm allows improve performance. In such case the 

number of steps required to determine the angle is fixed and 

equal: 

 

where N is a number of values in the table. This method saves 

computing resource of microcontroller. But it requires larger 

amount of memory. It may be problematical for some systems. 
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If the memory is full angle can be calculated by using a Taylor 

series expansion of a tangent function. To calculate an angle 

we can use the first few terms of the series: 

 

This method requires more computing resource, but it does not 

require a large amount of memory. The application of a 

particular method depends on the requirement of accuracy of 

the angle determination, the range of measurement, computing 

resource of microcontroller and amount of a memory. 

Build-in microcontroller ADC is used to measure   the 

accelerometer data. Its resolution is 12 bits. Data received by 

microcontroller transmitted on PC in angle determining 

module debugging process by using UART interface. USB-

TTL converter is used for this purpose. The signal from 

accelerometer contains significant high-frequency 

interference. Graph of dependence of angle on time in this 

case is shown on Figure 4. As it can be seen, the range of 

angle values is about two degrees. It is necessary to use data 

filtering to reduce a range of angle values.  

To operate the system it is necessary not only tilt angle, but 

its derivate. Therefore it is necessary to restore both of these 

parameters. For this purpose the software module which 

implements a derivative filter is developed. Filtering signal 

and its derivate can be obtained by using this filter. The 

operation of integration is replaced by summation operation in 

algorithm which implements the filter. The block diagram of 

filter is shown on Figure 5. 

 It is necessary additionally to filter a derivate of a signal to 

reduce of a high-frequency interference of derivate. The block 

diagram of derivate filter is shown on Figure 5. The results of 

a signal filtering are shown on Figures 6 and 7. The graph of 

original and filtering tilt angle is shown on Figure 5. The 

graph of a derivate of it is shown on Figure 6. 

 The disadvantage of this filtering method is delay of a 

filtering signal as compared with original. The value of this 

delay is the larger, the stronger a single smoothing. It is 

necessary to calculate the filter parameters in such a way that 

filter process proceeds on the order faster processes in a 

control object. 

 

Fig.4 Graph of dependence of angle on time. 

 

 

Fig.5 Block diagram of the differentiating filter.  – input signal,  –  estimate 

of input signal,  – estimate of the derivative of the input signal. 

 

Fig.6 Filtering result. 1 – an original signal, 2 – a filtering signal. 

 

Fig.7 Filtering result. Derivative of the original signal  

IV. DRIVING OF SERVOMOTORS 

 NXT Lego Mindstorm Servomotors are an actuator of the 

system. Encoder is integrated in the servomotors. Its 

resolution is one degree. One of the most common methods of 

motors voltage driving is pulse weight modulation, or PWM. 

Rectangular constant frequency pulses are applied on the input 

of motor. But their duty cycle is different. If the pulse 
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frequency is high the motor’s windings smooth the voltage 

which is equal to DC voltage of certain value. There are two 

methods of motor driving by PWM. The signal diagram for 

them is shown on Figure 8. 

  In the first case zero voltage is applied on the first input of 

motor and PWM signal to the second. In this case when the 

high level of voltage is in the first input a motor is accelerates. 

In others times a motor is in the braking inertia mode. 

 In the second case high level of voltage is applied on the 

first input of motor and PWM signal to the second. In this case 

in the times when the high level of voltage is in the first input 

and zero voltage is in the second input a motor is accelerates. 

In others times a motor is in the regenerative braking mode. 

 When the first driving method  is used the rotating speed 

of motor nonlinearly depends on the input voltage. If the 

second driving method is used the rotating speed of motor 

linearly depends on voltage, but there is significantly larger 

current in the windings than the first method uses. It must be 

taken into account that the heat load on the motor will be 

significantly higher if the second driving method is used. 

 Build-in microcontroller timer is used for driving the 

motors. This timer has four independent channels of control. 

The channels can be configured to the PWM generation mode. 

Modulated voltage is applied on the motors via special voltage 

driver chips. 

 The encoder data is fixed by registration of edges of a 

signal which encoder provides. Each edge corresponds to 

rotation of engine rotor one degree. The same timer is used for 

registration of edges of a signal. To obtain the data of rotating 

speed of a motor we use filter, similar to that used to estimate 

the derivative of the tilt angle of the platform by using data 

from accelerometer.  

 

Fig.8 Methods for controlling the level of voltage: a) is a braking inertia 

mode, b) is a regenerative braking mode. 

The math model of the motor must be obtained to operate 

the motor in accordance with the control algorithm of system. 

Approximately the behavior of the DC motor is described by 

the following equations: 

 

 

 

 

                        (1) 

where   – moment of inertia of shaft 

M – motor torque 

M1 – load torque 

c – motor constructive factor 

Ф – magnetic flux 

R – armature winding resistance 

E – counter EMF 

In the idle mode of motor when  voltage is applied in the 

input of motor the following function is the solution of the 

differential equation (1). 

                            (2) 

 
If we integrate this equation on the interval from 0 to t, we 

obtain an expression for the angle of rotation of the motor 

rotor: 

           (3) 

As can be seen from the equation (3), with time the angle of 

rotation approaches the line is described by the equation: 

                             (4) 

To obtain a math model of the motor the angle of rotation of 

the rotor at a voltage U = 4.5 V was measured. Point on the 

linear portion of the graph was approximated by a straight line 

from the coefficients of which were determined parameters of 

the model: 

 

To check the system was simulated with the obtained values 

of the parameters. Figure 9 shows the results of the simulation 

system and the data obtained by measuring the angle of 

rotation of the motor. Figure 10 shows similar data for a rotor 

speed of the motor. 
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Fig.9 Data for rotation angle of motor rotor. 1 – an experimental data, 2 – a 
data from simulation results. 

 

Fig.10 Data for rotation speed of motor rotor. 1 – an experimental data, 2 – a 

data from simulation results.. 

V. LCD 

LCD NOKIA 5110 is placed on the platform. System 

parameters such as the current angle of the platform, the 

rotation angle of the rotor motor driving mode system can be 

displayed by this LCD. This is monochrome LCD with the 

screen resolution of 84x48 points. It is controlled by the 

integrated display driver PCD8544. Display settings are listed 

below. 

 Resolution 84x48 points 

 Power supply: 2,7 – 3,3 V 

 Current consumption: up to 320 μА. 

 Interface: SPI 

 Clock frequency: up to 4MHz 

At the hardware level, work with display is carried by 

transmitting data or command byte via SPI. The control 

software module is designed to work with display. The 

module structure is on two levels. Functions of the lower level 

implement the work of SPI peripherals of microcontroller, 

addressing the display, setting its operation modes. Top-level 

functions implement displaying information. Software module 

allows system to display three types of information: text 

characters, raster images and vector graphics. Example of the 

display is shown in Figure 11. 

To transmit each character it is required to send 14 bytes of 

information to the display. At a frequency of 4 MHz data 

exchange time spent on the transfer will be around 30μs. To 

transfer the display point requires about 6μs. This allows using 

of a software module for real-time display of textual and 

graphical information, for example it may be a graph of 

changes of the value of system parameter. 

VI. MATH MODEL OF SYSTEM 

From a mathematical point of view, two-wheeled platform 

is an inverted pendulum with a suspension point placed on the 

wheels. The equations describing the behavior of this object 

can be obtained by the Lagrange equations of the second kind 

[5]: 

                             (5) 

where  – kinetic energy of the system,  – generalized 

coordinates,  - generalized forces. Scheme pendulum with 

suspension point on the wheel is shown in Figure 12. We 

introduce the following notation:  

 

 

Fig.11 Example of implementation of graphics. Construction of Lissajous 

curves on the points in time. 
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As yp=0, coordinates of the center of mass of the pendulum 

rod and the wheel center are related by: 

 

Given these relations expression for the kinetic energy of the 

system is as follows: 

 

As generalized coordinates we choose the tilt angle of the 

platform and the angle of wheel rotation.  

 

 

Fig.12. Scheme of the inverse pendulum suspension point on the wheel 

Differentiating the expression for the kinetic energy in terms 

of generalized coordinates and substituting in equation (5), we 

obtain the equation of: 

 

The expression for the motor torque is: 

 

Substituting (8) in equation (6) and (7) we obtain the final 

form of the equations of the system: 

 

VII. CONTROL OF SYSTEM 

 By now all hardware and software modules for controlling 

the system components are implemented in the system. The 

system is in the stage of debugging of stabilization algorithms.  

Two control algorithms are implemented. The first algorithm 

assumes the linearization of the system and control using 

modal synthesis method. The second algorithm is based on the 

localization method [6]. This method was developed at the 

Department of Automation of NSTU and is used to control 

nonlinear plants. The stabilization system is based on the use 

of the highest derivative of the output variable of the object in 

the control. Control is formed by the following law: 

 

where F – desired equation, K – large coefficient, v – setpoint. 

Desirable equation is given in the form of a linear differential 

equation. Such type of control allows suppressing nonlinearity 

of object. 
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Abstract— The following paper describes in detail, in which 

way the development of a pro-active pedagogical agent 

proves to be of higher effort than compared to a 

conventional computer based training software. 

Furthermore, an experimental setup for a proposed 

evaluation of the developed pro-active agent is defined.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
As previously stated [1] the current forms of interaction 

between humans and computers is hindered by the 
artificial forms of readily available channels for 
communication. Despite the natural form of verbally 
expressed information in combination with non-verbal 
cues, the interaction with most machines and traditional 
computers in particular, is still limited to a keyboard or 
mechanical input device. And these forms of input 
themselves are basically using ritualized forms of 
command codes instead of natural, semantic 
communication. So, not only is a communicational 
attempt with a computer limited by the designed 
communication input, but also by its capability of 
understanding.  

Research has been heavily invested in designing 
machines to be able to interpret human language into the 
form of commands, while vastly ignoring the possibility to 
interpret non-verbal cues, like signs of fatigue or attention. 
The proposed pro-active pedagogical agent aims to 
compensate this missing but important aspect of human 
computer interaction. 

 

II. PRO-ACTIVE PEDAGOGICAL AGENTS 
The implementation of virtual agents as a learning 

companion has been widely analyzed regarding their 
different forms of presentation [2], their manners as well 
as their outwards appearance [3], [4], [5], [6] and how 
they should voice the learning material or their style of 
conversation in general [7], [8], [9]. A thorough overview 
of available studies concerning the different forms of a 
pedagogical agent’s appearances and capabilities as well 
as their impact on a students learning success is available 
by Heidig and Clarebout [10]. 

Still, as it has been postulated by Reeves and Nass [11], 
the human tendency to behave socially even if the 
conversational opposite should happen to be a machine, 
has been mostly disregarded. The aforementioned research 
is focused on discovering key elements of depiction and 

material presentation. Even the extensive meta-analysis of 
Heidig and Clarebout [10] did not specify aspects of input 
interpretational capabilities – apart from voice commands. 
Although the findings of Lester et al. [12] indicate a 
persona-effect, which again reinforces the statements of 
Reeves and Nass [11], this apparent need of humans to 
relate to the machine (or in this case the learning module 
itself) is widely ignored. 

Yet when thinking about a traditional classroom 
situation, with a teacher accompanying students, other 
environmental information, like the focus of attention of a 
student, the level of noise in the classroom or 
environmental information, like the rooms temperature, 
would all be interpreted by the teacher and thereby 
influence the presentation of learning materials.  

The developed pro-active pedagogical agent has been 
built with this optical capability in mind. Due to a HD 
Webcam, the learning system can actually watch the 
student as he or she progresses through the learning 
material. In case of distractions or a misdirected attention, 
the electronic educational instance is capable of 
intervening by pausing the material presentation, directly 
talking to the student and explaining the reason for the 
disruption and offering two ways of how to proceed: 
either by continuing from the point where the attention 
diverted away from the learning module, or by repeating 
the last sequence all together, to avoid missing links later 
on.  

 

III. RESEARCH OUTLINE 
The research was focused on the implementation of a 

visual and auditory feedback for the learning module 
about the students’ reactions to the shared environment. 
No matter how traditional pedagogical agents are 
designed, behave or characterized, they still basically are 
merely showing information on a screen or via an auditory 
channel – but they keep purely passive while doing so. As 
long as no button on the keyboard is pushed or the mouse 
is actively moved to a corresponding symbol on the screen 
to pause the presentation, it would simply go on until a 
manual user input is required, e.g. to continue with the 
next chapter or by performing a test at the end of a lecture. 

But since e-learning is heavily dependent on an 
individual’s capability to learn on his or her own, the 
factor of control, while the learning material is being 
conveyed, is missing. That way, knowledge gaps are only 
identified during a learning success control. And even if 
the test has been prepared according to the corresponding 
chapters and offers to jump to the missing information to 
re-learn it, there is no way of knowing whether or not the 
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attention is kept up the second (third or fourth) time 
around.  

By having the learning module presenting the material 
while constantly checking for an active and correctly 
focused gaze by the student, the pedagogical agent is 
elevated from being the passive presenter of information 
to an active teacher, who is capable of steering the 
contents as it is required. 

 

IV. THE PRO-ACTIVE MODULE 
Currently, the developed learning module is capable of 

identifying deviations from a user’s visual perception. 
This was achieved by having a Microsoft HD Cam and an 
eye-detection algorithm which continuously tracks the 
user’s gaze. Should this gaze be averted from the screen, 
for example by looking out of a window or by checking 
the cell phone for a text message, the electronic 
educational instance (EEI) is capable of pausing the 
presentation. This is done until the EEI re-detects the gaze 
to be directed onto the screen. At that time, the 
pedagogical agents explains why the presentation has been 
paused (due to a possible interruption) and offers two 
ways on how to proceed.  

 

 
Fig. 1: The Electronic Educational Instance 

 

The first option is to take off right where the disruption 
had been detected. This is suitable for any situation in 
which a learner was focused on the presented material but 
was interrupted for only a short time. As long as the 
student is confident about having understood the 
previously shown material, this has only a comparably 
short impact on the total learning time.  

If however a student is aware that its mind has 
wandered off before the averted gaze or if the material 
was too complicated and, for example, he or she wanted to 
look something up in a book or on a website, the second 
option, to restart the current chapter, might be a more 
favorable option.  

Supported by the EEI, the pedagogical agent is now 
capable of reacting to an obvious break in a user’s 
attention. Combined with the established instructional 
design paradigms for preparing the learning material and 
the passive sensory equipment in the form of a webcam, a 
new form of non-verbal communication has been 
developed, which compensates for the usual strong need 
to have a directed user interaction attempt with the 
computer. 

To check for the effect of an agent’s voice and social 
style [13], [14], [15] two different kinds of agent 
vocalizations were implemented. One, in which the agent 
is rather friendly, socially amicable, approachable and 
generally eager to teach, while in the other form, the agent 

is more focused, distanced and generally explaining while 
not using any forms of vocal slender.  

 

V. METHODICAL APPROACH 
In addition to the pro-active pedagogical agent, the 

experimental setup also includes an eye-tracker (SMI 
RED) to adequately check for a user’s focus of attention 
while looking at the screen. Especially, how the attention 
is divided between the learning material and the animated 
agent.  

The learning material used is a narrated instruction on 
the Adobe Dreamweaver Suite CS3. This material has 
been chosen for the experiment, since it was actively used 
as the primary source of information for web design in the 
curriculum for media-communication and media-
pedagogy students at Technische Universität Chemnitz, 
from 2007 until 2010. 

 

 
Fig. 2: The learning material as it was used from 2007-2010 

 

The animated agent was recorded using a Kinect for 
Windows camera and the software FaceShift [16], which 
allows to render a 3 dimensional image and to animate it 
in accordance with the movements in front of the Kinect 
camera. 

 
 

Fig. 3: FaceShift animated agent 

 

The learning module itself is then enhanced by 
depicting the agent alongside the learning material (Fig. 
4). 
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Fig. 4: Experimental setup 

 

To be able to test for the beneficial aspects of the pro-
active pedagogical agent, four experimental groups are 
accompanied by two control groups, resulting in a not 
completely crossed design, testing for three distinct 
features. 

Group one through four do have the pedagogical agent 
visibly located in the lower right-hand corner of the 
screen. But while Group one and two have the pro-active 
component activated, the Groups three and four do not 
have this deemed to be essential feature. Furthermore, the 
Groups one and three have the socially amicable form of 
the agent, while the groups two and four have the neutral 
agent instead. 

As mentioned before, two control groups have been 
implemented, which is to avert one of the main criticisms 
for studies conducted regarding the capabilities of 
pedagogical agents: that there were no tests for the 
learning success without the agent present. 

Therefore the control groups A and B will have to learn 
without the depiction of the agent, although the voice is 
still audible (recreating the way the material has been 
taught from 2007-2010). Since the main focus of research 
is to check for the beneficial aspects of the EEI and the 
pro-active capabilities, the control group A will have to 
learn without it, while the control group B does have the 
EEI activated. Both control groups will have the neutral 
agent implemented. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Experimental groups 

 

The experiment itself will be conducted, by guiding the 
participants into the room and by adjusting them in front 
of the screen and the eye-tracking camera. Since it has to 
be calibrated in order to work properly, this automated 
process is conducted at once and validated, as soon as the 
participants have been informed about the upcoming 
experiment and signed their consent sheet.  

Next, demographic data is gathered by the usage of a 
web-based survey tool. Afterwards, the learning module is 
started and the eye-tracker starts to record the participants 
eye-movements. Afterwards, some short web-survey 

questions about general opinions in regard to the agent 
and the module are gathered and the learning success 
control is launched.  

Within this test, the participants are asked to actively 
apply their gathered knowledge from the learning module 
by recreating the navigational structures in HTML code, 
as previously explained by the agent. During this test, the 
length of mouse-movements, the necessary mouse-clicks 
and the time to completion are recorded. In addition, some 
multiple choice questions about the conveyed knowledge 
are presented. 

At this point, the experiment is over for the two control 
groups. The experimental groups one through four on the 
other hand are confronted with a feedback form. 
Regardless of their factual performance during these tests, 
either a very good or a very bad score is presented. This is 
used to check if the participants now attribute their own 
performance to the pedagogical agent. They are 
consequently asked to first off rate their own performance 
during the test and afterwards, to rate the helpfulness of 
the agent during the knowledge acquisition.  

Once the experiment has been conducted, the data from 
the self assessment, the factual performance in the 
practical test, the acquired knowledge during the multiple-
choice test, the judgment of the agent, the logfile with all 
the mouse-movements and mouse-clicks, as well as the 
screen-capture videos and the eye-tracking data will be 
analyzed. Allowing to check if there is an actual benefit 
by applying new forms of communication channels upon a 
previously established learning module. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Since this paper merely depicts the upcoming 

experimental research, the current levels of scientific 
research regarding pedagogical agents were described and 
the progress of development constituted. The experimental 
validation will be conducted during July 2014 and the 
results will be ready for publication by the beginning of 
the fourth quarter of 2014.  
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Abstract — The article deals with methods of designing 

and modeling of processes functioning of man-machine 

systems (PF MMS), based on functional-structural theory 

and the generalized MMS structural method of prof. A.I. 

Gubinsky. An algorithm for the generation of series-parallel 

connection operations with the additional constraints 

algorithm for generating alternative process, the functioning 

of human-machine systems on the basis of common goals 

operations algorithm for generating.  

Index Terms – functional-structural theory, man-machine 

system, a set of alternatives, generalized structural method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Development of technologies for the design of the 

process of functioning of man-machine systems (PF 

MMS) in terms of efficiency, quality and reliability 

(EQR) is one of the dominant trends in the study and 

automation of projects, facilities management and 

decision making. System of intellectual support for 

decision making helps a person to analyze large amounts 

of information, take into account expert opinions of 

professional groups, formulate many possible solutions 

and predict their consequences, and provide justification 

for selection. Desire to improve the adequacy of the used 

models by attracting a growing number of factors 

considered and the expansion of alternatives creates real 

difficulties for the optimal operation of an embodiment of 

the PF MMS. Therefore, it increases the significance of 

approaches to optimal design of MMS, enabling rapid 

generation and analysis of a sufficiently large number of 

alternatives. Analysis of the models of PF MMS used 

shows that the most universal of them is functional 

structural theory (FST) and the generalized structural 

method of rofessor Gubinsky A.I.  In [1-4], models, 

methods and technologies of consistent optimization of 

the PF MMS in terms of efficiency, quality and reliability 

based on the FTS were developed. However, this 

approach has a significant limitation as FTS is only 

applicable to processes without aftereffect and in the 

absence of dependent operations. In this paper, we 

propose a method to eliminate this limitation by 

integrating the technology of designing of PF MMS 

based on FTS with the method of simulating design of 

those parts of the process that failed to meet the above -

mentioned requirements of the FTS. 

II. METHODS OF OPTIMAL DESIGNING OF PF MMS 

BASED ON FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURAL THEORY 

OF MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS  

  Under the process of functioning of MMS, we consider 

the logical and temporal sequence of actions and 

operations of ergatic and non-ergatic elements of the 

system which are resistant to interference and lead 

towards reaching a goal (goals) of the functioning [1-3]. 

PF MMS flows in interconnected spaces of: MMS 

elements E , functions F , MMS states S , occurring 

events W   and performance of MMS Q . 

   On the basis of the evaluation method of probabilistic 

efficiency, quality and reliability (EQR) of PF MMS  - 

probability of correct (error-free) performance B , the 

average time T  and average cost (income) V  of      

performance, probability of timely performance )(
d

TtP   

is a probabilistic graph, as well as rules for its reduction 

(enlargement). 

   Let us consider ways to specify an optimization model 

of PF MMS based on functional network, using sets of 

elements of MMS, functions and operations. Using the 

functional structural theory and the generalized structural 

method of Gubinsky A.I. when designing PF MMS 

assumes that each alternative process of functioning of 

MMS is defined as a functional network (FN) and seems 

to consist of a series of formal units - typical functional 

units (TFU) and their typical combinations - typical 

functional structures (TFS). The user describes many 

alternative processes of MMS as an alternative graph in 

Fig. 1. 

Optimization problem (the generalized problem of 

dynamic programming) is formulated as follows: 

ad

EQR

MMA

extrAK



 ,)(

    (1) 

where )( AK
EQR

 is the optimality criterion for combi-

nations of EQR criteria; 
d

M  is the set of feasible 

alternatives, alternative versions of  process 
a

M . 
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Fig. 1.  Alternative graph for the process of functioning of the MMS 

   Probabilistic and uncertain indicators of efficiency, 

quality and reliability of the process (algorithm) of 

functioning are 

)(
~

),(
~

),)((),(),(),( ATABATtPAVATAB
d

 and )(
~

AV . 

   Table1 shows some of the possible formulations of 

optimization objectives with indicators )(),( ATAB and 

)( AV . Here )( AP
ogr

 - restrictions on how to perform 

compatibility components of alternatives in the form of a 

predicate - «If )( AP
ogr

 is a "truth" A  satisfies the 

constraints of the problem ». 

TABLE 1.  SCALAR AND VECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

WITH PERFORMANCE )(),(),( AVATAB  
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   The operation ),,( QEFOO  is the process of 

performing function F  by element E  in the state of 

MMS S  where Q  is indicators of efficiency, quality and 

reliability. 

   Separate process of functioning of the MMS (functional 

network) is represented as a superposition of TFS: 

  ),...,
2

,
1

( ik
OiOiOTFSO

iz
                (2) 

where 
TFSi

MTFS   , i j
O - simple or composite operation. 

Two operations with a matching function F - ),,(
11

QEFO  

and ),,(
22

QEFO  are alternative ("parametric") ways of 

performing the operation, as well as componential 

operations ,...)
2

,
1

( iOiOTFSO
i

and ,...)
2

,
1

( sOsOTFSO
s

, 

si   are "structural". 

   In [4], a method is developed for sequential optimi-

zation of PF MMS of model FN in the overall scheme of 

sequential analysis of options with step-by-step 

construction of partial solutions. The specific algorithm 

of step-by-step construction is determined by selection 

rules of partial solutions (subnets)  , subject to the 

development of each step, and a set of tests   that screen 

those which cannot be completed to the optimal. 

Variation of parameters   and   leads to different 

algorithms of sequential analysis of options for the 

optimization of PF MMS on functional networks. 

    Most fully reviewed models above and methods of 

optimal designing of PF MMS were originally 

implemented as a hybrid expert system (HES) 

INTELLECT-2 which operates on an IBM PC in an 

Operating Environment Win32, with programming 

languages C + + Builder and Visual Prolog. 

  Currently, a new version of the HES design of MMS 

and decision making INTELLECT-3, which, unlike 

INTELLECT- 2, has fundamentally important new 

capabilities for the user: it inserts alternative TFS in the 

functional network section, bounded by two arcs; builds 

all isomorphic representations of an alternative graph; 

generates specific algorithm of directed enumeration in 

manual and automatic mode; and conducts an effective 

algorithm parallelization of directed enumeration for 

multiprocessor and multicore computers. 

III. INTEGRATION OF OPTIMIZATION MODELS OF 

PF MMS WITH SIMULATION MODELING METHOD 

   In [5], an integration scheme of the method of optimal 

designing of PF MMS based on the FTS was presented 

with a method of simulation design of efficiency, quality 

and reliability indicators of individual parts of the 

process, which cannot described by the functional 

network. 

 The essence of the approach is as follows: 

1) Many alternatives of PF MMS are described 

by one of the most popular and visual notations of 

describing business processes - EPC. This notation is 

supplemented by a special unit for specifications of 

alternative sites of PF MMS in Fig. 2. 

Alternative1…             Alternative1… 

            Alternative m                 Alternative k 

Alternative 1 …           Alternative n       

Way to 

perform#1 

Way to 

perform#2 
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2) Each block similar typical functional units 

(TFU) in the functional network (FN) is set to execute 

probabilities of outcomes (correct, error) as a function of 

various factors, such as the illumination of the workplace, 

employee qualifications, etc. Furthermore, the formula 

for calculating (changing) factor values during the 

execution of this block. 

3) The analysis of a set of alternatives of PF 

MMS for the provision of sites in it that cannot be 

described by a model of FN. For example, if a factor is 

found in the linear portion of the process that influences 

the outcomes of the first and the last operation, the entire 

site cannot be described the FN. Or, for cyclic portion of 

the process it turns out that the factor at the input of the 

loop can be changed inside the loop. 

4) For the identified areas of the process that 

cannot be represented by FN, simulation modeling of 

equivalent block indicators - )(),( ATAB   and )( AV  is 

conducted, which replaces this section. It should be noted 

that this block is usually an alternative in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of section to describe the process with an alternative 

block 

5) Once there is no more unrepresented FN area 

in a variety of alternatives of PF MMS, described in EPC 

notation system, FN EPC notations are relayed to the FN. 

6) Solutions for optimal designing of PF MMS 

of model FN are carried out in HES INTELLECT-3. 

   Program complex of simulation modeling of PF MMS 

is designed for the operating system Windows, written in 

programming language C#, using a library of Microsoft. 

NET. Framework 2.0 and charting component Microsoft 

Visio. Compilation is done in an environment of object-

oriented programming Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. It is 

applied with HES INTELLECT-3. 

    The developed software was used when designing the 

optimal structure of the Information Technology Service 

of the National University of Mongolia [6] (IT Service, 

NUM) in Fig. 3. 
  

 

Fig. 3. Overall structure of the IT Service, NUM. 

   Business processes of functioning of the IT Service, 

NUM were built, and the problem of optimizing the 

process of eliminating network failure of the NUM by the 

criteria for the probability of correct execution, the 

average time and cost of elimination failure was solved, 

which significantly improved the efficiency of the 

service. 

 IV. CONCLUSION 

   The new technology of optimal design of PF MMS is 

introduced, which removes some restrictions of 

functional structural theory of MMS by applying the 

method of simulation modeling. 
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Abstract— This paper described evaluation process of 

distance learning course. The distance learning course was 

developed by Technische Universitaet Chemnitz. Target group of 

this e-course was foreign students. Students from Asian countries 

attended to this course since 2010. Advantage of this course is 

opens opportunity to attend to German University lecture from 

home country and collect experience and understanding in 

German education system. The TUC did summative evaluation of 

this distance course to get feedback and recognize advantages 

and weaknesses of offering course. The evaluation team used for 

evaluation process structure oriented evaluation model, which is 

developed specially for evaluation of e-learning processes. 

Keywords— distance learning; evaluation; SURE model; 

evaluation model; goal structure. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The education is one of the key sectors of each country not 
depending on their development and rank in the world. The 
rapid progress of information and communication technologies, 
internet and computer techniques are prepares for education 
system friendly environment to cooperate universities of 
different countries. Many universities are actively works on the 
development of e-learning courses.  Last exploration in the e-
learning was so called Massive Open Online Course (MOOC). 
Unlimited participation and blended version of classical 
teaching materials like readings, video lecturers and e-learning 
materials like online and offline forum, web based 
collaborative environment, all these arguments gives to 
learners opportunity to increase knowledge and attend to 
lessons of top universities of world. The MOOC has a lot of 
advantages but has some weaknesses, too. Too many 
participants in one course are sometime not fitting to 
expectation of single inexperienced participants. In this case 
they can start with small group and can collect first step 
experience in distance learning. Such us single activity is 
helpful to oriented in big virtual classroom.  

For small group and learners offers different e-learning 

distance course in frame of universities cooperation. The 

example is distance learning course between universities of 

Germany, Thailand and Mongolia. The Technische 

Universitaet Chemnitz established e-courses which oriented to 

foreign students [1]. Main challenge of this idea is to support 

foreign students and faculty with user friendly collaborative e-

learning environments and open them opportunity to attend 

German university lectures from distance.  

To develop quality of the offering course and to get 

feedback on the satisfaction of learners TUC did summative 

evaluation by SURE model on course "Practice-Oriented 

Introduction to Computer Graphics". The TUC created Video 

lectures for distance learning in 2010 and started offer it open 

for international learners. This course is part of the exchange 

program "ICCS - International Courses of Computer Science” 

[5]. 

Students who plan to study in Germany can start with 

distance learning, for instance with offered course: "Practice-

Oriented Introduction to Computer Graphics". Content of this 

distance course designed for online and offline types. OPAL 

course content covers next main subjects. There are: 

 Introduction to basic terms and concepts 

 Basic hardware architectures 

 Basic concepts of graphical standards and libraries 

 OpenGL rendering pipeline 

 In-depth OpenGL programming 

 Illumination techniques 

 Real time shadow computation 

 Animation techniques 

 

Requirements for learners are: basic programming skills 

and experiences in language C/C++. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Distance learning process diagram. 

 
The distance learning process consists three main parts (see 

Fig.1). First student have to register by online to course.  After 
successful registration student will receive confirmation about 
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enrollment and unique access code to video lecturers. Using 
that code student can login to e-learning support platform of 
TUC which called OPAL (Online Platform fur akademisches 
Lehren und Lernen). This is learning management system 
which serves universities of Saxony, Germany. But student can 
access only to materials of “Practice-Oriented Introduction to 
Computer Graphics" distance course. 

Duration of study is same with TUC schedule of academic 
year. It means student from distance will have access to 
learning materials during three months.  Speed of study and 
time management in whole could be organized by student. A 
student can login to OPAL course by own time and can 
communicate with Professors by e-course forum or by emails. 
In end of academic year student has to finish giving project for 
exam. Each student has to submit complete solution of project 
to OPAL course. Then is automatically sends to corresponding 
professor via examination board. If professor evaluated project 
successful student will receive certificate with confirmation on 
3 credits of study. Faculty of Computer Science did summative 
evaluation of “Practice-Oriented Introduction to Computer 
Graphics" distance course by structure oriented evaluation 
model. 

II. EASE OF USE THE EVALUATION PROCESS 

A. Short introduction to SURE model 

The structure oriented evaluation (SURE) model developed 
for evaluation of e-learning based on the general measure 
theory [3]. The SURE model includes eight main steps. These 
are: Definition of key goals, Definition of sub goals, 
Confirmation of evaluation goals, Creation of checklist, 
Acceptance of checklist, Data collection, Data processing and 
The evaluation report. 

Each steps plays equal important role in evaluation process.  

In first step of SURE model, evaluation team has to define 
the key goals of evaluation. The achievement of these key 
goals is essential for the achievement of overall objective of e-
learning. If one of the key goals is failed, then the e-learning 
process will be evaluated as failed.  

Second step focused to define sub goals. Here the key goals 
that were defined in the first step can be described in a more 
detailed version. For that sub goals can be used. Sub goals can 
be interpreted as different ways to reach a key goal. Hence the 
SURE model supports series and parallel goal structures.  

In third step the evaluation team has to confirm the final 
version of evaluation goals which has been defined during the 
previous two steps. When all members of the evaluation team 
are have been accepted the logical structure of evaluation 
goals, which should be fixed by a protocol. This is helpful in 
avoiding future conflicts between evaluation team and involved 
groups of e-learning.  

Step four defined method of data collection. The checklist 
is the most used type of data collection. This is a well-
developed data collection method and there are many 
commercial and open source software solutions to create online 
surveys or checklists. The checklist of SURE model has to be 
created based on confirmed goal structure. To create a 

checklist, one can use different online software. The weakness 
of existing software solutions is that they cannot take reference 
to logical structure of the evaluation goal. Moreover they don't 
include score calculation modules as they are required by the 
SURE model. Formulation of questions is only one part of 
checklist. When questions are ready evaluation team has to 
decide which type of a survey to be used for checklist. 
Depending on the target group of evaluation, design of the 
checklist can vary. The evaluation team has to focus its 
attention on this aspect carefully.  

Fifth step directed to confirmation of result of previous 
step. The evaluation team has to confirm formally the checklist. 
The team also has to check whether the checklist is adapted 
according to the logical structure of evaluation goal, whether  
the questions are easy to read, understandable and no-dual 
meaning, whether the questions are clearly formulated, whether 
there are any grammatical and semantic errors in sentences. 
Only the accepted checklist can be used for data collection.  

Step six defined technique of data collection. Data can be 
collected on different ways. If it is paper based version, it can 
increase the subjective influence, because these data have to be 
tabulated by using human resources. If it is a web based online 
version, it can be more objective. There are several techniques 
for data collection: surveys and questionnaire, tests and 
assessments, interviews, focus groups, action plans, case 
studies, and performance records [2]. However, the SURE 
model should use the online survey.  

Seventh step is new contribution of SURE model. One 
advantage of SURE model is this model can process collected 
data by specially defined calculation formulas which are 
adapted to the logical goal structure of evaluation. In detail we 
refer to [4]. 

 

Fig. 2. Space for logical structure of evaluation goals. 

In step eight the SURE model can produce quantitative and 
qualitative results. First five steps outcomes insure qualitative 
part of the evaluation. Step 6 and 7 insure quantitative part of 
evaluation. The evaluation report has to include both parts of 
the evaluation process. The evaluation report makes visible 
outcomes and findings of the evaluation process. The type of 
reports can be different depending on the audience to whom the 
report is addressed. By SURE model we can calculate several 
evaluation scores. Which evaluation score can be used for 
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what, can be decided by the evaluation team. The graphics and 
charts can be generated by SURE model application 
automatically, and these graphical representations can be used 
for the report. Evaluation report has to be delivered to 
stakeholders or audiences at appropriate times. Else all effort of 
evaluation team will be failed. As a rule all interested groups 
expect a quick report after data collection. Usually after 
collection of data until generating the final evaluation report 
there is a delay in fixing results and facts.  

 

Fig. 3. Data collection by online survey. 

B. Logical structure space for evaluation 

The evaluation team followed above explained steps of 
SURE model and started with definition of key and sub goals. 
After first three steps evaluation team defined and confirmed 
logical structure of evaluation goals (see Fig.2). During first 
two steps process was recognized different expectations of 
stakeholders from evaluation process. To fit all expectations of 
stakeholder evaluation team defined 3 different logical goal 
structures. In first logical structure we have seven key goals. It 
means this structure will be evaluated successful only if all 
defined key goals are achieved own targets. Just one of these 
key goals is failed then general result of evaluation process will 
be unsuccessful. This rule is valid for other two structures, too. 

According to the confirmed logical structure checklist was 

created and data was collected by online survey. The online 

survey for data collection was designed in beta tool of SURE 

model (see Fig.3).  
Each question has a drop down selection list. This list 

includes following choices: Totally agree = 5;  Agree = 
4; Neutral = 3; Disagree = 2; Totally disagree = 1;  Not 
applicable = 0. 

Each question has a comment field additionally. If the user 
selects 'Not applicable' as answer, the comment field is 
activated and the user can enter there a comment. Moreover, if 
user selects as answer 'Not applicable' we completed this 
answer by average over remaining answers. Each learner 
received unique access code to the online survey by email. 
That guarantees the anonymity of the survey. Forty six learners 
attended to this distance learning since 2010, nine participants 
responded to the survey. 

III. OUTCOME AND RESULT OF EVALUATION 

The estimation values for the evaluation score: 0.79 for 
Quality of Video lecture; 0.74 for Monitoring of running 
learning process and 0.75 for Success of running process. 

This evaluation had several advantages compared with the 
previous evaluations: 

 Three different logical structures have been considered 
which were adapted to the different expectations of 
stakeholders on evaluation. 

 The data collection was performed as online survey by 
means of the SURE model tool based on a common 
checklist. 

All evaluation scores are higher than 0.5. This indicates an 
over average satisfaction for all three groups where Quality of 
Video Lecture was evaluated highest with an empirical 
evaluation score of 0.79. This reflects an average satisfaction of 
users at a rate of 79%. Based on the evaluation results, it can be 
summarized that the distance learning course "Practice-
Oriented Introduction to Computer Graphics" runs 
successfully. However, we have to note that sample sizes are 
quite small such that these results are to consider as orientation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We described in this paper use case of distance learning 
between European and Asian countries and evaluation of the 
offered distance e-course. Next summaries we can do here. 
First, evaluation results confirmed this distance course run 
successful and have to be kept for further development. Some 
administration parts and information components should be 
improved in next distance course. Second, used structure 
oriented evaluation model was more objective that usual linear 
model. The evaluation team has to be careful define key and 
sub goals of evaluation. In the evaluation team should include 
members of each involved group of evaluating course. The 
checklists for data collection have to design well and cannot 
include dual meaning questions.  

English courses which offering from German universities 
gives opportunity to integrate foreign students to German 
Universities step by step. The feedback of participants such us 
distance course confirmed interest of foreign students in such 
type distance learning. To prepare English course and offer it 
open will be useful to German Universities to attract self-
motivated good students in real classroom. Universities of 
developing countries and German universities can develop 
similar distance courses in cooperation, further. 
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Abstract - This paper describes object oriented medical 

technical expert system. The rapid development of 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 

opens many opportunities to use artificial intelligence in 

public services such as education, social insurance, 

customs, taxation, in particular in health. The 

development and use of medical expert system in 

medical is essential. In this paper we define key concepts 

of medical technical expert system. Main contribution of 

this application is to do research on the solution of 

specific expert system design with targeted group like 

young doctors and medical techniques engineers in 

hospitals. 

Keywords - object oriented technique; experts system; 

application of expert system; specific expert system; 

medical technique engineer 

I. NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS 

In recent years, commonly high-performance 

equipment for diagnosis and treatment in our country are 

supplied. Reform of the government in the framework of 

implementing the health-Mongolian rural hospitals are paid 

special attention to the new equipment. Modern high 

capacity equipment installed in Centralized diagnostic and 

treatment centers in 11 provinces. It is first used. The 

principal objective of our undergraduate program is to 

prepare students for productive careers in the field of 

biomedical engineering. Biomedical engineers in 

Mongolian University of Science and Technology starting 

from 1996-1997 academic years. Because of the economic 

transition period in Mongolia, hospitals have been receiving 

a lot of medical equipment from developed countries. Since 

1997 over 140 students learned Bachelor degrees and 25 

students learned Master degrees successfully in 

Engineering in Medical Equipment/Biomedical 

engineering. Now there is a growing need for qualified 

professional personal to work with new equipment. 

Therefore, It is essential to have inherited, highly qualified 

with many years of experience as the technical specialist 

knowledge of engineer. The vocation for many years was 

an amazing experience, experienced engineers can be called 

an expert. Maybe this perception is different for each 

sector. Specific form is known as a highly educated, 

professional experience, that practical knowledge of the 

features found in different circumstances have been for a 

long time. Therefore, we need to disseminate valuable 

knowledge of many years experienced engineers in other 

young biomedical engineers. 

II. EXPERT SYSTEM 

An expert system is the software which helps to 

solve different problems in various fields. There are key 

definitions about expert system: “…Expert system is an 

intelligent computer program that uses knowledge and 

inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult 

enough to require significant human expertise for their 

solution.  An expert system is a computer system that 

emulates the decision making of a human expert...” [4], 

“…Expert systems are computer applications which 

embody some non-algorithmic expertise for solving certain 

types of problems…” [6].  

The expert system is the one of the basic research 

directions of the artificial intelligence. Exploration of the 

software with the database was good and basic background 

for the development of expert systems. With this 

exploration capacity of database increased dramatically. In 

order to develop and use of health information database, to 

analyses complex problems, and to develop and use 

intelligent algorithms or solutions in decision making 

processes.  

An expert system versus software with the database is 

included into architecture not only database, also include 

knowledge base of experts and database for decision 

making rules. 

Usage of the expert system depends on the implementation 

field and can be different in application. Various types of 

expert systems are used for decision-making support to 

define medical diagnosis and treatments. These two main 

applications are started implement in medicine early with 

development of artificial algorithms and high technology.  
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Health organizations in rural areas are understaffed or lack 

of professionals. Young professionals in most cases prefer 

to work in urban areas. This circumstance requires the use 

of ICT in the development of human resource, information 

and knowledge sharing, and introduction of new technology 

and best practices. Therefore, we are focusing to the 

doctors, engineers and nurses. The proposed expert system 

will support them to optimize decision making by them 

without consulting with experts. The decision support 

expert system supports young doctors and medical 

engineers to adapt the new environment and to keep 

motivation to work in rural areas. There are two user 

groups: doctors and engineers. 

 

Expert system properties 

The expert system is different to the other program, 

including the following properties. 

 Something of science knowledge is not simulated, 

but simulating the activities of the human brain. It 

is main characteristics the expert systems to 

distinguish of mathematical formulation and 

computer animation modeling.  However to 

reflect the main method of the expert’s decision 

making process. 

 Program is further of simple operating logic in 

addition to reasonably estimate, which is based 

on a knowledge of trends. Knowledge is located 

the specific form or form of argumentation in a 

separate database, it called a knowledge database. 

 The basic issues are more used than fixed 

algorithms that near or evristik approach. Evristik 

is based on impact rule (rule of thumb) and called 

science by way of. 

 The advantage of this method is not required 

strictly defined information and the results is 

highly of probablity to true. 

Expert systems are different of artificial intellectual sector 

apart from other programs. 

 Expert systems interact with the objects in the 

real world. In such cases, personal experience and 

feelings are more necessary. The most artificial 

intelligent programs have research directions and 

is very focused the mathematical formulation. 

However the consult program is attributed 

science research to introducing life. 

 Very productive characteristics of this program 

are attributed to another artificial intelligent 

program. In other words, the result’s time is short. 

Because the expert system have to make as an 

expert in the short term. 

The most important feature is the ability to explain why 

such a solution with an. In other words, the program have 

assurances to the result is true. [12] 

 

   

Picture1. Basic elements of expert system 

 

Advantages of medical expert systems are: 

 Centralized database of the chronically 

diseases; 

 Knowledge database of high level expert’s; 

 Centralized data bank of patients treatment 

stories; 

 Self-improvement opportunity of decision 

making rules;  

 Simplified and improved decision making 

processes; 

 Time management; 

 Accuracy of information and data; 

 Knowledge and best practices sharing;  

 Support for young doctors and engineers in 

continuing professional education and 

research and development. 

III. OBJECT ORIENTED MEDICAL TECHNICAL 

EXPERT SYSTEM 

It is called an advisory software program 

including knowledge base and database. This is called 

expert system, depending on the program in computer 

science, artificial intellectual. This program gives the result 

of effect human decision making process. That is the main 

distinctive feature of other similar program. In other words, 

the most programs have the traditional forms of unchanged 

database, but this is different that consulting database is 

enriched self knowledge by the program. It is a special type 

of database. That is the same database, but the main 

difference is in the form of a database on a regular basis. 

But the fact that funds can be increased to improve the 

knowledge of the human brain is similar to the 

accumulation of knowledge. Human can explain after any 

decision necessary, why such a decision reached?  

Expert systems are all expressed in the form of software 

features. 

Medical equipment has become an important component of 

modern health services. Current trend indicates that major 
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medical equipment is increasingly being deployed in the 

districts to increase the diagnostic and treatment capabilities 

of primary health care.  However, treatment and diagnosis 

of many types depending on the function type. And there 

are the many types of complex equipment operation and 

equipment of the same type, it is impossible to know every 

one of them is different technical solutions. Therefore 

expert systems will be very important for the hardware 

multiple roles, their basic maintenance of complete and 

cause of damage from the failure of alternative knowledge 

of the named equipmentin database. Because hospitals have 

too many medical equipment for one engineer, that is 

problems of repair after the warranty period service took 

advice complications. Therefore expert systems are 

necessary to introduce in medical engineering. 

Object-oriented or object-orientation is a software 

engineering concept, in which concepts are represented as 

“object”. Medical devices, depending on what type of 

object the concept of specialized may consider repayment 

equipment. For example: Computed Tomography. On a 

regular basis, the medical imaging community announces 

faster and more accurate features, methods to improve 

image quality or lower patient exposure, new applications 

for imaging equipment and new technologies and 

modalities. Object-oriented medical expert system is a 

complete database of an expert system for independent 

medical equipment of diagnostic and treatment. So that, 

engineer improved advanced knowledge, that is able to 

serve, even in countryside areas saving time and more 

opportunities to operate equipment advantage. Involved 

with, there were many changes in the technical solutions. 

So there is similar to basis for any of the items that should 

have good knowledge of the basic concepts necessary. 

Therefore, experienced engineers valuable knowledge to 

simulate at the level of experts and for young experts 

recommend for an application form is to meet the public 

needs.  

Medical equipment for normal operation is a precious 

human life, as well as the reliability of the country's 

population growth and social development will be a 

valuable contribution. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Consultant to processing a program is known to 

be a complex problem. To processing the consult program 

is due to the time required to introduce the issue was raised 

for biomedical engineer. Medical equipment for diagnose 

and medical procedure is developing very fast. We need 

good expert knowledge for this field. Object oriented 

medical technical expert system should be good basic for 

collect and use top experiences and knowledge which 

collected by engineers and experts in this field. Human life 

is depending not only from Doctor, it is depending from 

medical technique which using for diagnose and in 

medicine. To serve and install medical equipment is 

highlighted important engineering function in medicine. 

Using Object oriented medical technical expert system we 

can distribute knowledge and experiences for top engineers 

to outside of capital city and for new engineers and 

Doctors. 

Expert system can be used not only for this target, it could 

be used for different advanced training courses for 

engineers and for university where producing medical 

engineers. Object oriented medical technical expert systems 

can be useful to increase quality of service in medicines. 
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Abstract— this paper resolves the task of synthesis of the 
adaptive regulator for object with delay which has significantly 
changes the parameters during work. The objective is solved by 
means of numerical optimization, the robustness is provided with 
optimization for two objects with extreme values of parameters. 
Also the variant a set decomposition of values of parameters of 
object on subsets with the subsequent synthesis the robust 
regulators is offered for each of the received subsets. The block 
diagram of received adaptive system is offered. The method is 
explained on object from real practice. Numerical optimization is 
performed by modeling in the program VisSim. 

Keywords — adaptive systems; changing parameters; delay; 
adaptive regulator; numerical optimization 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The robust control of non-stationary objects extremely 

actually [1]. The robust regulator has to provide steady control 
with acceptable quality provided that model parameters of 
object change or are known insufficiently precisely [2-5]. 
Success of control is reached not due to changes of the 
regulator model but due to search such its universal model 
which would provide the solution of an objective at any 
possible combinations of model parameters of object. The 
solution of an objective can be unattainable such method. 
Adaptive regulators can change parameters of the mathematical 
model depending on the current model parameters of object 
unlike the robust regulators. Class of tasks, which can be 
solved by such way, is significantly more widely and results 
can be considerably better. The main difficulty of realization of 
adaptive systems consists, first, in definition of the current 
object model, and secondly, in calculation for this current 
model of the best (or accepted) regulator [6-7]. 

Simplification of a method of solution of this task can be 
reached by splitting options of possible mathematical object 
models into a calculating set and use to methods of robust 
control within this set. In this case the private subtask of robust 
control becomes simpler in comparison with attempt of 
ensuring demanded properties of system by means of the only 
robust regulator. Detailed identification of all parameters of 
object in this case isn't necessary as enough to provide only 
recognition of characteristic signs of object model for reference 
of the current model to one of previously allocated classes. 

II. THE PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Let the object of control have the following mathematical 

model: 
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Non-stationary properties of object consist that in all 
incoming in this function parameters of its model can change in 
some advance known limits, namely: k - gain coefficient, Ti - a 
constant of time, n - an order of model and τ - a constant of 
time of a delay element. The output signal of object Y(t) has to 
be as more as possible precisely to coincide with a reference 
signal V(t), the object is influenced by an unknown 
interference at the same time parameters of object model 
slowly and unknown character change in time. Influence of 
unknown interference describes as a rule the ratio: 

 )()()( tHtXtY +=  (2) 

Here H(t) – unknown interference, X(t) – operated a 
component of the output signal, described by a ratio in operator 
area: 

 )()()( sWsUsX =  (3)  

Development of the device, which forms a signal of control 
U(t) on the basis of a reference signal V(t) and an output signal 
of Y(t), is a problem of synthesis of the regulator. As a rule, the 
regulator is realized in the form of the linear transfer function 
WR(t) on input which is fed the difference between the ordered 
signal and the output signal, called by an error of control E(t): 

 )()()( tYtVtE −=  (4)  

If parameters of transfer function (1) change in time, the 
robust regulator remains invariable whereas the adaptive 
regulator has to change depending on these changes: 
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Piecewise robust regulator in our concept is the regulator 
which mathematical model depends on one parameter that’s 
number of a subset to which current state of object model is 
referred. The most widespread structure of the regulator has an 
appearance of a consecutive PID controller: 

 skskksW dIpR ++= /)(  (6) 

Here kР, kI, kd - coefficients. In case of the piecewise robust 
regulator these coefficients can be fixed of beforehand 
specified subset. 

III. EXAMPLE OF SPLITTING OF OBJECT PARAMETTERS ON 
SUBSETS 

One of the simplest options of splitting a set of object 
parameters on subsets consists in splitting area of admissible 
values of each of changing parameters. For example if in (1) n - 
an integer in the range from 3 to 5, it gives automatically 
splitting into three subsets in this parameter. Continuously 
changing parameters T, k and τ can be split into any quantity of 
intervals. We can apply splitting intervals into two if there are 
no powerful bases for other choice. If as a result of the task 
solution we receive that such splitting insufficiently we can 
apply smaller splitting of intervals on one or several of the 
chosen parameters. 

More intellectual approach consists in search of regularities 
of joint influence of parameters on quality of system and 
respectively on a regulator choice. The analytical analysis of 
influence of these parameters or combination of received 
regulators by results of their numerical optimization can be for 
this purpose used. It is very difficult to develop an analytical 
method in a general view. Association by results of 
optimization can be rather simply formalized. 

For example n = 1, the τ = 0 in (1) can be seen that the 
increase T in m times as will displace high-frequency part of 
the amplitude-frequency characteristic of object, as reduction k 
in m times. Therefore it is possible all area of admissible values 
T and k to break on values of product G = Tk into desirable 
quantity of intervals best of all equal in logarithmic scale. For 
example if G1 - the minimum value of this product and G4 - the 
maximum value, it is supposed splitting into three intervals, it 
is expedient to choose two internal boundary values of an 
interval G2и G3 next ratio 

 342312 /// GGGGGG ==  (7) 

The similar result could be received if the interval of 
admissible values of coefficients as would be broken into two, 
as well as an interval of admissible values of time constants. It 
would give four areas. Having appropriated to areas with the 
smallest and with the greatest values of each of parameters the 
corresponding characteristic central values k1, k2, T1 and T2 we 
would receive four different couples of combinations of values 
of regulators: Q1 = {k1, T1}, Q2 = {k1, T2}, Q3 = {k2, T1}, Q4 = 

{k2, T2}. Further we could find out that regulators for Q2 and 
Q3 are identical. 

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
We will consider a practical problem of control of a steam 

well. At various temperatures of steam the order of object 
changes from 3 to 5 at the same time change T, t and k too. We 
will allocate three characteristic ranges, corresponding to an 
object order: n1 = 3, n2 = 4, n3 = 5. Further it is necessary to set 
models and a method of their identification (reference to one of 
three groups). After that by results of identification we carry 
out switching on one of the robust regulators. Robust regulators 
calculate for the fixed value n. Object parameters in different 
modes are specified below. 
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By optimization we will use the size of admissible 
overcontrol 5% which is put in criterion of optimality. 
Optimization is carried out in the VisSim program [8-10]. Cost 
function is set by ratios: 

[ ] { }∫ −=+=+= ∞
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In case of optimization on the only option of values of the 
parameters F2 is equated to zero. The second composed under 
integral accepts zero value if overcontrol doesn't exceed 5% 
and rather great positive value by excess of overcontrol this 
value. This contribution in this case is rather great that received 
value FC received a big increment and result of such control by 
automatic optimization would be rejected. We use big 
coefficient K∞ (for example K∞=1000) to this purpose. 

Results of optimization only the models Q3 is (we will call 
the regulator R3): kР = 0.364, kI = 1·10-3, kd = 18.71. Transient 
in the received system is shown in figure 1. 

Joint optimization of the regulator for objects Q1 and Q3 
gives other regulator (we will call it R2): kР=0.465, kI=1.5·10-3, 
kd = 26.7. Transient in this system is shown in figure 2. 
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Fig.1 Transient in system with object Q1(1), Q2(2), Q3(3) and regulator R3 

 
Fig.2 Transient in system with object Q1(1), Q2(2), Q3(3) and regulator R2 

 
Fig.3 Transient in system with object Q1(1), Q2(2), Q3(3) and regulator R1 

 
Fig.4 Transient in system with object Q1(1), Q2(2), Q3(3) and regulator R1, R2, 

R3 

We see that introduction in criterion of an optimality of 
integral from a mistake in other system leads to optimization 

not separate transient with the fixed object parameters also all 
set of transients. It isn't obligatory to consider intermediate 
option Q2 because apparently from the figure 2 transient for 
this option has the most attractive appearance therefore a 
mistake contribution from this option in the general criterion is 
least essential. It could be expected on the basis of the 
assumption that if the regulator provides satisfactory transient 
for extreme options of object parameters that he will provide 
with a big share of probability acceptable transient for 
intermediate option of parameters. 

We will note that with the new regulator R2 transient for 
object with the parameters Q1 improved in comparison with the 
regulator R3 (the mistake decreases quicker) but transient for 
object with the Q3 parameters obviously worsened. Really 
overcontrol instead of 2% began to reach 18% and the mistake 
decreases much more slowly. 

For comparison we will carry out regulator optimization 
only for object Q1. We received the regulator R1 with following 
parameters: kP = 0.913, kI = 2.3·10-3, kd = 40.36. Transient in 
this system is shown in figure 3. We see that transient for 
object with the parameters Q1 became much more attractive: 
overcontrol is absent; time of achievement of the ordered value 
is minimally. However for two other possible combinations of 
the parameters Q2 and Q3 transient became almost 
unacceptable: overcontrol significantly exceeds 10%, and for 
Q3 even reaches 60%. 

Thus we can draw a conclusion that though the robust 
regulator R2 allows providing acceptable quality for all 
considered options of object parameters, for two of three 
options the received system isn't very optimally. If we applied 
for each combination of object parameters QN the optimum 
regulator RN then the set of received transients would be more 
attractive, as shown in figure 4. The set of transients in this 
case is the most attractive. 

V. IDENTIFICATION. BELONGINGS OF OBJECT MODEL TO 
THE SUBSET 

Methods and devices for identification of accessory of the 
current set of object parameters to a concrete subset can be 
based on an assessment of the specified parameters or on other 
principle if it is more effective. At the same time test influences 
can be used on condition of their sufficient infinitesimal not to 
break result (accuracy and quality) control of object. 

For example value of static coefficient of strengthening k 
can be defined by giving on object of small step excitation. 
Definition of an order of object n can be carried out by 
measurement of transfer function in the field of high 
frequencies (two or more characteristic frequencies). Definition 
of value of a time constant of a delay element τ can be carried 
out by a correlation method. The example of such system is 
shown in figure 5. 
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Fig. 5 Offered adaptive system 

1 – object; 2,4 – subtracting devices; 3 – the operated regulator; 5 – 
generator of a test signal; 6,7 – frequency-selective amplitude measuring 

instruments; 8 – solver 

In the device shown in figure 5 frequency-selective 
amplitude measuring instruments 6 and 7 consist of 
consistently switched on frequency-selective filters, amplitude 
detectors and amplitude measuring instruments. It allows to 
measure amplitudes of signals in the narrow frequency band 
corresponding to frequency of a signal at the generator of a test 
signal output 5. The solver 8 calculates the amplitude ratio of 
the output to the input of object 1 and by result carries its 
current amplitude-frequency characteristic to one of the 
allocated subsets. By result of such identification the solver 
chooses one of precomputed models of the regulator and 
operates the regulator 3 ordering it to realize this model. 
Communication from the output of the measuring instrument 7 
to the generator 5 isn't obligatory, but can increase operating 
efficiency of system, providing change of amplitude of the 
output signal of the generator 5. It allows using optimum value 
of amplitude of a test signal in each mode. Excessively big 
amplitude leads to excessive increase of a response to this 
signal at the object output at the same time insufficient 
amplitude reduces reliability of measurements. Signal 
amplitude at the object output in the best way presents 
sufficiency of this signal for measurements and its sufficient 
infinitesimally for neglect to it at an assessment of accuracy of 
working of system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We offered the new method piecewise robust regulators which 
allows to synthesize the adaptive regulator for control of 
objects with changing parameters and delay. The method was 
researched by optimization and modeling that confirmed its 
efficiency. 
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Abstract—Modern society often does not pay enough attention 

to the problems of the deaf people. As a result of this, people with 

hearing impairments cannot get a job and have physical, social, 

psychological difficulties. That is why the communication 

problem between deaf people claims serious attention. The main 

translating problems are the problems of homonyms. To solve 

these problems it was proposed semantic dictionary developed by 

V.Tuzov, developed software module to execute semantic 

analysis. The result of module working is correspondence “word-

gesture”. 

Keywords— computer translation system, Russian sign 

language,semantic analysis, semantic dictionary  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Deaf people are a one of the most socially vulnerable 
category of citizens. Currently in Russia the problem of 
communication between the company and deaf people are not 
fully solved, because there is no system of translation from 
Russian to Russian sign language and vice versa.  

The main problem of this study is to model the meanings of 
words in the sentences. To achieve this goal it is necessary to 
reflect the specifics of Russian and Russian sign language. It is 
necessary to solve the problem of homonyms. Homonyms are 
words with same spelling and pronunciation but may have 
different meanings. It is solved the tasks. 

1) Database development of semantic dictionary. 

2) Morphological characteristics determination. 

3) Lexical meaning analysis of word. 
4) Development and coding semantic analysis mechanism.  

The meaning is determined by the use of semantic 
dictionary developed by Vitaly Tuzov. In Russia this module is 
developed first time.  

II. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY  

A. Primary Semantic Analysis  

The technology of computer sign language involves the 
following steps: speech recognition, text analysis and 
translation of the text to the gestural language, visualization, 
using sign language avatar - interpreter [1]. Analysis of the 
Russian text consists of morphological analysis, syntactic 
analysis and semantic analysis [2]. 

Semantic module starts to execute after morphological 
analysis and syntactic analysis finish its work [3]. Input 
information for the system is a text line, obtained to previous 
steps of speech recognition service. The process of semantic 
analysis consists of 2 parts: primary semantic analysis and 
semantic analysis. As the basis of the first step is taken Russian 
- English machine translation system Dialing [4]. The purpose 
of this first work is to find initial form of words, morphological 
characteristics and semantic relation. The main step solves the 
problem of homonyms by using semantic dictionary. When 
every word has only one semantic description the semantic 
module finds corresponding gesture.  

B. ComputerSsemantics of Russian Language 

To achieve the main purpose for each word it is proposed 
valence structure <A1,...,An>, where Ai - a description of the 
part. Each token is described by a set of characteristics as 
described in formula 1: 

Ai={CNi,BLj,SDk,MDl,Cm,SPp}   (1) 

where CNi – class number, i=1…N; BLj – basis lexeme; 
j=1…M; SDk – semantic description; k=1…P, MDl – 
morphologic description; l=1…S, Cm – comment; m=1…L; 
SPp – part of speech, p=1…W. 

A description of each class contains the following 
information: 

Classi=Number,ClassName,WordQuantity (2) 

The semantics of the basic concepts defined in the main 
number of the class to which it belongs, but it may also contain 
an optional description [1]. In the Table I it is showed Part of 
classifier. 

TABLE I.  PART OF CLASSIFIER  

Class code Class name 
Word 

number 

$1a Noun 88 

$110 Noun. Abstract notion(AN)   4 

$1100/01 
Noun. (AN) – abstract - 

concrete 
2 

$1100/02 
Noun. (AN) – definite- 

indefinite 
3 

$1100/03 
Noun. (AN) – absolute - 

relative 
3 
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Morphological  analysis 

Syntax analysis  

Semantic relations

Primary semantic analysis 

Meanings definition

Gesture finding 

Semantic analysis  

 

 

Class code Class name 
Word 

number 

$1100/04 
Noun. (AN) – ordinary - 

extraordinary 
10 

On the base of semantic dictionary database was developed. 
Fragment of database is present in the Fig2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Database Fragment 

III. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS MECHANISM 

At the pre-processing stage word by word text processing is 
made within a single sentence [3]. In the Fig.1 Semantic 
analysis mechanism is showed. 

  

Fig. 2. Semantic Analysis Mechanism 

The main objective of this stage is to construct independent 
alternatives to the words and descriptions of the semantic 
descriptions and to calculate grammatical type of each 
alternative, included in the description of the word.  

These transformations are carried out in several steps. In the 
first step primary semantic analyzer provides all the necessary 
information for the semantic analysis. In the second step 
determined alternative descriptions for each word. In the third 

step, the following auxiliary work: numbered and identified all 
the alternatives of each word shall be made no semantic class 
of speech, semantic descriptions of all the arguments 
submitted.  

Built description consists of a set of alternatives, each of 
which contains two main parts showing morphological 
information with semantic class words and semantic 
information. The first part of the alternative contains 
information about what words this word can be join, the second 
part - what words it can join. During assembling the interaction 
always takes place between two standing next to the structure. 

Next step of semantic module work is handling of 
phraseological unit. In semantic dictionary phraseological units 
are defined in separate alternatives description. To decrease 
quantity of alternatives it is necessary to find phraseological 
units and then other description of this word will be deleted. It 
makes easy next work of semantic module. 

Process of preposition analysis contains two parts. At the 
beginning of this process prepositional phrase is found. Right 
semantic description of preposition choice depends only on 
noun in prepositional phrase. Then the module makes analysis 
the prepositional phrase. Result of this step is right semantic 
description of preposition.  

All the rest of that part of the work semantic analyzer 
depends on kind of sentence. There are two kind of sentence. 
First case is sentence with one word, having two and more 
alternatives. Sentence, which has more than one word, having 
many alternatives is second type. In the first case there is no 
cycle and only word with many alternatives is analyzed. All 
words are broken up into four categories. There are verbs, 
nouns, adjectives and infinitives. Analyses depend on speech 
part of word with many alternatives. 

 In the second case words are analyzed in cycle. Every 
iteration of cycle begins from check number of words with 
many alternatives. The sentence is viewed repeatedly left to 
right and right to left till all words will have only one 
description. The result of module working is correspondence 
“word-gesture.   

IV. CONCLUSION  

Software module to execute semantic analysis was created 
with use semantic dictionary database. The result of module 
working is correspondence “word-gesture”. For match making 
“word-gesture” lexical meanings of words were found. Among 
quantity of word alternatives on base of semantic analyzer one 
lexical meaning corresponds every word in sentence. For 
simple proposition semantic analysis algorithms were 
developed and coded. Current gesture database consists 40% of 
real quantity of gesture.    
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Fig.3. – Semantic Analyses Module 

V. FUTURE WORK 

In the future it may improve the system. Priority areas 
include the following modifications:  

- Increase the database of gestures;  

- Implementation of analyses complex sentences;  

- Adding accounting analysis algorithm specifics Russian 
sign language. 
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Abstract—The local navigation system of the mobile robot 
(MR) basing on the current data coming from internal sensors 
and navigation information collected beforehand, is to provide 
the most accurate MR localization. That is why in the work the 
essential methods of coordinate position estimation while MR 
moving. 

Keywords—mobile robot; local navigation; odometry; visual 
odometry. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The following components are included in the local 

navigation system: sensors, onboard controller, transmission 
channel, operation desk. 

The basic set of sensors while solving navigation target is 
determined by environmental conditions of MR functioning. 
The analysis of solving problem of localization showed that 
encoders, inertial systems, GPS and finders are widely used 
nowadays. However the listed devices usage has some 
disadvantages.  The navigation with the help of encoders 
(wheel odometry) is quite problematic while moving on cross-
country terrain when wheel slip takes place. The information 
received from inertial devices changes constantly and needs 
periodical correction. GPS navigation is not accurate, it needs 
additional equipment installing and can not be applied in 
extreme work conditions. The system on the base of finders is 
very sophisticated. It needs advance knowledge about the 
environment to compare the distance to the same object at 
different moments of time. To compensate navigation sensors 
drawbacks while creating MR functioning inside premises the 
complex usage of the sensors which needs integration methods 
developing and sensors data interpreting is proposed. 

II. LOCALIZATION METHODS 

A. Odometry 
Odometry is the most common method of MR localisation. 

The principle of the method is in the use of encoders, sensors 
converting the rotary traverse into electrical signals. On the 
data from encoders the distance made by MR and the rotary 
traverse can be estimated. On the fig.1 geometrical meaning of 
the odometry is presented. Given robot position x, y, theta and 
wheel base width W the new position is to be calculated. 

 
Fig. 1. Odometry geometry 

Knowing the wheel diameter and using data from encoders 
the distance made by this wheel can be calculated by formula 
(1): 

  N
nDL ⋅⋅= π   (1) 

Where L is overall distance made during given periods of 
time, n is total number of encoder reports (for the given period 
of time), N is number of encoder reports during one turn of the 
wheel, D is wheel diameter. To realize mobile platform with 
two independent engines the following calculations can be 
used to estimate its position. 

  ( ) ( )
W

DDtCtC lr
i

+
+= 0   (2) 

  ( )
2

, 10
lr DDttD +

=   (3) 

Where C(t) is the robot position at the moment t, Dr is the 
distance, made by right wheel,  Dl by left wheel, W is the 
robot width, D(t0, t1) is the distance made during a period of 
time [t0, t1]. [2] 

So curvilinear trajectory can be approximated to the linear 
parts where given formulae (2) and (3) are true. Also using the 
distance made by the platform the Descartes coordinates can 
be calculated. 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )11001 cos, tCttDtXtX ⋅+=   (4) 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )11001 sin, tCttDtYtY ⋅+=   (5) 

Fig. 2. Estimation of the mobile robot moving 

Odometry provides good accuracy on the short distances 
and high discretization frequency and does not have very high 
introduction cost. The main disadvantage of the method is the 
unlimited growth of the uncertainty of position and orientation 
in time which is caused by the error of wheel measuring and 
low accuracy grade of the encoders, which over time tends to 
accumulate. 

B. Visual odometry 
The visual odometry is a process of receiving odometrical 

information comparing the sequence of shots from the camera 
of MR. 

Fig.3 the geometrical model of the task to determine the 
distance from the camera to the obstruction is presented. 

 
Fig. 3. Estimate of the distance to the obstacle 

Variable Fy is the coefficient of proportionality between 
real and screen coordinates. 
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Where H is the height of the screen in pixels, FOVy is the 
viewing angle by height: canting angle of the camera. Zс is the 
height of camera installation, V the distance in pixels on the 
axis Y from the screen center to the point in question. 
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The required distance D from the camera to the point A: 

  
)( c

c

tg
ZD

βψ +
=     (9) 

With found distance D real coordinates X and Y of the 
point can be calculated. The required coordinate Xa of the 
point A in frame of axes of the camera on the basis of 
similarity of triangles (Fig.4, a) will be calculated by the 
formula (10). 

 
Fig. 4. The estimation of the point coordinates on the basis of 
known distance: a) coordinate X determining in the frame of 
axes of the camera, b) transferring the point coordinates from 
the frame of axes of the camera into the frame of axes of the 

robot 

  D
F
uX

x
a ⋅=    (10) 

Where u is the distance in pixels on the axis X from the 
screen center to the point in question, W is the screen width, F 
is the proportionality coefficient between real and screen 
coordinates. 
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Where FOVx is the camera viewing angle on the level. 

  ca XXX +=    (13) 

  cYDY +=    (14) 

Xс and Yс is the camera translocation from the robot center 
on the axis X and Y correspondingly [1]. 
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III. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 
To evaluate experimentally the programme realizing the 

algorithm of visual odometry the robotic engineering system 
was used StarterKit 2.0 with differential wheel drive which 
physical form is presented on the fig.5 It was used the camera 
IP D-Link 930 L. The camera is cramped at the angle 15 
relating to the floor. 

 
Fig. 5. The robotic platform StarterKit 2.0 

Table 1. The properties of the robotic engineering platform 
StarterKit 2.0 

Property Description Variable 

Wheel diameter D 100 mm 

Distance between 
drive wheels d 360 mm 

Maximum angular 
rate ω 15 rad/s 

 

Table 2 Properties of IP camera D-Link 930 L  

Property Description Variable 

Focus F 3.15 мм 

Viewing angle by 
width FOVx 45.3° 

Viewing angle by 
height FOVy 34.5° 

 

To estimate the method accuracy the same set of images 
received while robot moving ahead on the equal distances. 
was processed several times While processing root-mean-
square deviation of the found trajectory was estimated. 
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Where Zi is the found distance per one model 
displacement; Z′ is factual distance per one displacement; N is 
the shot number, L is the factual travel length 

The experiment results show that the visual odometry 
method allows to measure the path made with error 2.31 %. 

During the experiment the following problems were 
solved: the structure of the visual odometry system was 
developed, the algorythm of the visual odometry as a 
programm was relised. 
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